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CDXC CLOTHING
We are now able to offer a range of high quality CDXC clothing which contain an embroidered CDXC logo and
your callsign, also embroidered. The quality of the clothing is exceptional as those who have seen it will testify. We
have standardised on navy blue as the colour, with the remainder of the logo text in gold. We have arranged with
the supplier, Aquarian, that you may order direct from them. Prices include your callsign (except ties, which do not
carry a callsign). Additional lines of text may be added at extra cost. Please note that postage charges listed are to
UK addresses. You should contact Aquarian direct for postage charges to other countries.
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PRICE
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539M
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Tie
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#665

S, M, L, XL
)0(L, XXXL
S, M, L, XL, XXL
S, M, L, XL
XXL
M, L, XL
XXL
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
4XL, 5XL
S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
3, 5, 7, 9, 11 years
M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL
36" to 48"
50"
36" to 48"

£21.00
£22.00
£16.00
£22.00
£23.00
£23.00
£24.00
£19.50
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£16.00
£31.00
£32.00
£31.00
£13.25

ORDER FORM
ITEM
I SIZE
I PRICE
QTY
ALL ITEMS NAVY, WITH CDXC LOGO IN RED/GOLD. CALLSIGN IN RED

OFFICE USE ONLY
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Logo ordered/in stock

CDXC OFFICERS 2002/2003
CONTEST CO-ORD: GOWAT Paul Brice-Stevens (as above)
AWARDS MANAGER: G3RTE Jim Kellaway (as above)
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G3PMR Alan Jubb
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Tel: 0707 657309
Tel: 01767 677913
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DEADLINE FOR NEXT ISSUE: 20 OCTOBER

CHILTERN DX CLUB - The UK DX Foundation - Aims and Objectives
"The aims of the Club are to promote HF operating, to encourage excellence, particularly in DXing
and contest operating, through mutual assistance and by encouraging support of DXpeditions, the
issue of achievement awards, or by whatever other means is deemed to be appropriate".
Membership: Full details of membership are available from the Club Secretary (address above).
Subscriptions: The annual subscription is currently set at £12.00 for UK members, and £17.00 for
overseas members. The subscription for new members joining between 1st January and 30th June is 50%
of the annual subscription. Subscriptions become due on July Ist in each year, and should be sent to the
Treasurer (address above).
Digest: This Digest is published six times per year. Articles for publication should be sent to the Digest
Editor address above) by the published deadline. Please note that opinions expressed in the Digest are

Garments ordered

Additional text @ £3.00 per line
Sub-Total
P&P £1.75 1 et item, £1.25 additional items
Note: Bomber jackets £3.50 P&P
I TOTAL:
CALL SIGN:
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ADDRESS:

Quarryhill Cottage
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By Forfar
Angus, DD8 3TQ
Tel: 01307 860 350
Fax: 01307 860 350

POST CODE:
TELEPHONE:
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CDXC Web site: http: //www.cdxc .org.uk
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CDXC GOODS

CLUB NEWS AND VIEWS
EDITORIAL
Don Field, G3XTT

The following CDXC goods are available from the Secretary.
PAPERWEIGHT
This is a square marble effect paperweight, fitted on the front face with an enamel
CDXC logo. As this item is heavy it is not available mail order, but can be purchased at
the various functions, e.g. RSGB HF Convention, CDXC AGM, etc.
KEY FOB
This is an imitation black leather fob fitted with an enamel CDXC logo.
RUBBER STAMP
This is a rubber hand-stamp with the CDXC logo. Use for all your amateur radio
correspondence.

REPLACEMENT MEMBERSHIP BADGE
Replacement membership badges can be provided on request in the event of loss or
change of call sign. As the engraving of badges is normally undertaken in batches,
delivery may extend to a number of weeks.

PRICING
Paperweight:
£2.50
not available mail order
Key Fob:
£1.50
including post/packing to UK
Rubber Stamp:
£6.00
including post/packing to UK
Replacement Badge: £2.50including post/packing to UK

PAYMENT
Cheques and Postal Orders should be made payable to CDXC and drawn on a UK
bank. No foreign cheques please. Send your payment to:

Amateur Radio — old vs. new

There has been a long-running debate on the
Contests reflector recently about whether
digital modes such as PSK31 and WSJT
(used on VHF for weak signal work) are
"real" amateur radio. Although this was
primarily in respect of contesting, it has a
wider impact. Views, as you might expect,
vary from "CW is the only real mode" to
those who believe the new modes will
eventually oust CW and SSB altogether.
Indeed, there seems to be another theory on
the go to the effect that the FCC will
eventually ban the "traditional" modes
altogether, as being obsolete, and insist that
the amateur bands only be used for hightech modes. As always, I suspect the real
truth is far from either extreme.
Far be it from me to give a definitive
answer, as there are obviously many shades
between the two extremes I have described,
and I am sure CDXC members encompass a
wide variety of views. But it seems to me
there are several elements here, and to focus
on just one of them is to hobble this
fascinating and broad-based hobby of ours.
Firstly, there is the aspect of amateur radio
which lies in technical experimentation
(which increasingly nowadays means
software rather than hardware, that being
the nature of the way technology has
evolved). Amateurs have a distinguished
history of technological innovation, and to
see amateurs pioneering new ways of, for
example, reliably achieving VHF/UHF
communication via the moon with much
more modest stations than heretofore is an
example of real progress. It opens up low
signal work to a much greater community
than before. Who knows, the professionals
may have something to learn from this too,

Shaun Jarvis MOBJL
11 Charnwood Way,
Langley,
Southampton,
Hants SO45 1ZL
UK
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as they did from packet radio and other
advances. And, of course, if radio amateurs
refuse to adopt technological advances, we
might just as well still be using AM or even
spark gaps. All this experimentation, of
course, helps also to hone our technological
skills, continuing amateur radio's role as a
pool of communications specialists, which
employers can and do draw from (at least
one UK employer in the communications
sector will automatically shortlist any job
application from a licensed amateur).
Secondly, there is the aspect of amateur
radio which is public service, perhaps less
so in the UK, but very much so in the USA,
the Caribbean islands, and elsewhere. There
is already an inquiry underway into why the
professional communicators were less than
impressive in the aftermath of September
1 I th, and we are all aware that radio
amateurs played an important role in
plugging the gap. But supporting
professionals in emergency situations
require that we be professional ourselves.
This can mean, for example, employing the
latest technology, particularly digital
technology. However much we love SSB or
CW, a packet message will almost certainly
be delivered with a higher degree of
accuracy and, perhaps even more
importantly, with an audit trail.
Thirdly, there is the actual operating
element. CW and SSB demand specific
skills (CW especially so), and employing
those skills, especially in a competitive
situation (DXing or contesting) hones them,
while giving us a real sense of satisfaction.
It is a moot point whether those skills are
transferable in the 21st century but, in a
sense, this doesn't matter, any more than
whether a fly fisherman could be useful on a
trawler. Some would argue that the digital

modes require no skill, as the operator isn't
actually listening to, and decoding the
signals himself. Anyone who has operated a
digital modes contest is likely to disagree
strongly; the workload can be even higher
than the traditional modes if a high QSO
rate is to be maintained. Certainly there are
all the usual strategy decisions of when to
run, when to search and pounce, when to
change bands, etc.
Fourthly, (lastly, or are there other aspects I
should have mentioned too?), amateur radio
is very much a bridge between nations,
perhaps one of its most vital roles when
there is so much suspicion and enmity
around. Do the new modes help or hinder?
Amateurs have always argued that CW is
great, because even the poorest amateurs in
emerging countries can probably buy or
build a CW rig. CW also goes a long way to
overcoming language barriers. But wait a
minute. Who is to teach CW to those
aspirants in the developing world? From
personal experience in Africa and
elsewhere, probably no one. I could equally
argue that digital modes have real benefits.
The amateur in a tenement building with
little or no room for outside antennas, and
surrounded by electrical noise from
neighbouring appliances, may find HF radio
quite impossible. But the new modes, able
to discern signals at much lower levels, even
below the noise threshold, may give his
hobby a new lease of life (indeed, for may
amateurs, PSK31 has already done exactly
that). And who knows, in the not too distant
future, real-time translation software may
totally remove the language barrier,

bringing back into our communications the
thousands of amateurs who currently don't
call us because they are insufficiently
confident in their use of English.
All in all, I believe that as a hobby we
should embrace change as we always have,
while continuing, as individuals, to enjoy
those aspects which particularly appeal to
us. Live and let live, as the old saying goes!
Of course, I may be in danger of being
accused of preaching again, but I suspect
there is a real set of issues here, which as
CDXC members we ignore at our peril.

Committee
Take a look at page 2 and the AGM report
to acquaint yourselves with the 2002/2003
Committee. No major changes, but we have
a new Awards manager in Jim G3RTE.
Thanks to Ian GOKRL who has undertaken
the job in recent years, but finds he is now
too busy with other commitments. Mark
MODXR is also a very welcome addition to
the Committee, bringing down the average
age by several decades! Mark and his fellow
youngsters recently did an excellent job
with their 8Q7ZZ expedition, teaching us
old-timers a thing or two.

And finally
Finally, an apology from your Committee in
that the membership list which went out
with the last issue was missing a page. Rest
assured, there was no hidden message in
this! Hopefully all will be fixed this time
round.

19/10-28/10
21/10-31/10
21/10-01/11
24/10-27/10
29/10-08/11
30/10-13/11

Europe (France)
TY: Benin by ISQLS,
I8CSW, I8ULL
JU840C:
special call
(Mongolia)
VP2M: NA-103) by PAs
V63WN,V63GH,V63RE:
Nomwin
(0C-???)
by
I1SNW,IT9GALIT9YRE
KH8: Tutuila (0C-045),
3XY7C: Guinea by DLs

30/10-06/11
30/10-04/11
Oct-Nov
01/11-03/11
04/11

(continued from p.49)

Analysis

drastic steps were taken — getting out of bed
an hour before breakfast! The plan was to
hear some new DXCC entities in the Pacific
— but the only new one logged was T77C!
The initiative was not successful!

We both made the most of some fairly
unfavourable propagation. Simon took his
DXCC count from 80 to 132, while I took
mine from 148 to 179. In terms of claiming
an SWL DXCC award for our GW
operations, the cards are coming in very
slowly. Although some had been sent direct,
I only have 48 DXCC confirmed. A great
many of the 156 DXCC entities still to be
heard are "difficult" — 3B6, 3C1, 3X, 4W,
etc. There are also far too many needed
from the Pacific area, and I am surprised
that after three trips to GW, I still need
plenty of "easy" Africa — 5T5, 5U7, 5X4,
5Z4, 6W8, 7P8, 7Q7, 9G1, 9J2, 9U5, A2,
C5, D2, J28, S79, V5, ZD7 and ZD8. We
will be going back next year, but it may well
take a further holiday to finally reach the
magic 200.

Later in the day, J79OFM was added for
No. 175. Some good DX was heard —
5R8GZ, ZAIE, 4L8A and YSIACB — but
nothing else that was new. Most
disappointing. I was now resigned to not
breaking the 200 mark on this GW trip —
unfortunate, but conditions just hadn't been

good this year.
The final 5 days
With radio conditions remaining poor, the
thought of 200 DXCC gone, and continuing
good wx, radio took a back seat.
Only 4 new DXCC entities were added in
the final five days — 6Y5, TJ, FO5QB (quite
pleased with that one!) and TZ.

73 Don G3XTT

Chairman's Chat
John Butcher, G3LAS
Picking up from the last line of my July
"Chat", I'm writing this on one of those
long, hot, lazy, hazy days. Sadly these
haven't been exactly the norm and sadly
also, conditions on the HF bands haven't
been exactly ideal either. In fact, were it not
for a few new IOTAs, the rig need hardly

KH8: Ofu Island (OC077), American Samoa
V63WN,V63GH,V63RE: Etal
(0C-???)
by
I1SNW,
IT9GAI, IT9YRE
FO:
Rapa
(0C-051),
Austral Isls by 3D2AG
30th SEANET Convention
(Australia)
IY9MM: special station
by IT9MRM

have been switched on recently. Although I
tell a lie, I did pick up a new one on 160m at the end of June, for goodness' sake, albeit
only as far away as ET.
So what has happened in the last couple of
months? Well, most of you missed an
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DX AND EVENTS CALENDAR
(mx 425 DX

NOVA fir

till..31/12 4070 and DZ70: special
prefixes (Philippines)
till..31/12 6J1,
6J2,
6J3,
6F1:
special pfxs (Mexico)
till 29/12 AY,
L5,
L6: special
prefixes (Argentina)
till 31/12 AY8XW:
Radio
Club
Ushuaia
till Sept CE9R: South Shetland
(AN-010) WABA CE-03
till 2004 CN2PM: Morocco by G3WQU
till 23/10 DT14AG: special event
station (Korea)
till 29/09 JT1FDJ:
Mongolia
by
DK5PF
till Jun 03 JWOHU: Spitsbergen (EU026) by SP3GVX
till ??
LU1ZA:
WABA
LU-14,
South Orkneys (AN-008)
till 31/12 OPOGS,
special event
station (Belgium)
till 31/12 OP1A:
special
event
station
till 01/10 OX3LG: Kook Is (NA-220)

most of this)

20/09-23/09 XU7AUR: Koh Poah (AS133) by ON5UR, ONSTN,
ON6NP
21/09-22/09 IU1DCI: special event
stn
21/09-28/09 LX/PA6Z: Luxembourg by
PAs
21/09-22/09 Washington State Salmon
Run
22/09-08/10 7Q7CE: Malawi by IN3VZE
22/09-26/09 KH6/JA5XAE:
Ohau
Is
(OC-019)
23/09-29/09 FR/F6BLK: (AF-016)
23/09-23/10 HL14AG: special event
station
from 24/09 C98DC: Bazaruto Is (AF072) by DL7AFS, DJ7ZG
24/09-26/09 XU7ACJ
&
XU7ACN:
Cambodia
by
ON5UR,
ONSTN, ON6NP
26/09-08/10 9H: Malta (EU-023) by
DJ4KW and DK9GG
28/09-29/09 ZS23I: AF-077 by ZS1FJ
28/09-29/09 XVIII
Italian
HF-DX
Convention (Bologna)
30/09-09/10 TO8MZ: Mayotte (AF-027)
by F6BLK
September
7Q7HB: Malawi by GOJMU
Sep-Oct
9Q5: by ON7UN
September
DU1/G3OCA & DU9/G3OCA:
0C-090, 0C-120, 0C-175
Sep-Oct
HSO/VK3DXI: by 9V1XE
Sep-Jan
KC4/N2TA: "East Camp"
(WABA K-12) by RW1AI
September
RlANF/A: Artigas Base
(WABA
CX-01),
South
Shetlands
September
Padre
Rambo
Refuge
(WABA PY-???) by RlANF
September
King Sejong Base (WABA
HL-01) by RlANF
September
Profesor Escudero Base
(WABA CE-11) by RlANF
September
ZKlUSA: Rarotonga (0C013) by ZK1CG
01/10-06/10 ZK1: Aitutaki (0C-083),
South Cooks by YL team
04/10-06/10 AY4EJ/D and AY3DTD/D:
Ariadna Island (SA-021)
07/10-15/10 ZK1:
Rarotonga
(OC013), South Cooks by YL
team
11/10-13/10 RSGB
HF
&
IOTA
Convention
14/10-25/10 VP2MEB,
VP2MAB:
(NA103) by WA3I0U, N3LGY
14/10-20/10 J7: Dominica (NA-101)
by PAs
17/10-28/10 ZL7: Chatham (0C-038)
19/10-20/10 KE6SGA and KA6SPQ: St
George Reef (NA-184)
19/10-20/10 TP2CE:
Council
of

till Jun 03 P5/4L4FN: North Korea
till 2003 RW1AI/ANT
&
BlANC:
Vostok Base
till ??
SU9BN: Egypt by VK6BN
till 2003 T3OES: Butaritari (OC017), W. Kiribati by
N1JSY
till Dec
TT8DX: Chad
till Dec
VKOMQI: Macquarie (AN005)
till Oct
ZD9IR:
Gough
Island
(AF-030) by ZSGRI
till 31/10 CK#,
CJ#,
CY#,
CZ#:
special pfxs (Canada)
till 04/10 TK/DL4FF: (EU - 014)
till 20/09 3B8/IZ4DPV: (AF-049)
till 19/09 XU7ACJ & XU7ACN: by
ON5UR, ONSTN, ON6NP
12/09-18/09 5B/G3PMR: (AS-004)
13/09-16/09 LX/DL9NEI/p: Luxembourg
14/09-15/09 F6ELE
and
F5PAC:
Cezembre Is (EU-157)
14/09-23/09 V63VB: Pohnpei (0C-010)
by W7AVA
15/09-18/09 KJ1C/KHO: Saipan (OC086) by JI1CYX
15/09-29/09 VK9YL: Lord Howe (0C004) by YL ops
16/09-06/10 9H9PA: (EU-023) by PAs
17/09-23/09 IH9/IZ1CYN: Pantelleria
(AF-014)
20/09-24/09 JI5USJ/4 and JI5RPT/4:
Oki Island (AS - 041)
20/09-23/09 JI3DST/8: Okushiri Is
(AS-147)
20/09-23/09 WF1N
and
WIDIG:
Appledore Is (NA-217)
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excellent AGM and Summer Social for a
start. Not that attendance was poor. A
record number — about 60 including families
— penetrated the depths of the Oxfordshire
countryside to enjoy the hospitality of Don,
G3XTT, at Shiplake Bottom. The weather
was good, the company the same, and we
even managed to transact a bit of business in
the AGM itself. The raffle was as good as
usual. It must have been because even I
picked up a prize. Thanks Don and Mrs
`XTT, and thanks also to all those others
who contributed to the organisation of a
good day out.
CDXC continues to flourish. Our
membership is now around 540 and rising.
This is no accident however. We need to
continually find ways into the hearts and
minds of potential members. In this
endeavour no one works harder than our
President, Neville, G3NUG, who will not be
satisfied until everyone who has ever even
thought of working DX is a member of the
Club.
Since the last Digest, the RA has announced
the opening of some discrete frequencies in
the 5MHz band to amateur radio in the UK.
Apart for the LF allocations, this is the first
such concession since the WARC bands
were opened. It's early days yet, but there
are already a significant number of callsigns
on the band, with ops who have taken the
trouble to apply for an NoV and make the
necessary mods to their rigs and aerials.
Whether this is a five-day, five-meg wonder
remains to be seen. The potential for DX is
obviously limited unless and until other
countries achieve the same privileges. At
the moment we are expected to use the band
for experimental purposes such as NVI
(near vertical incidence) propagation studies
which presumably means intra-G working
with the possibility of some cross-band
operation with countries whose authorities
may permit it.
Whether you go for 5MHz or not, it's worth
noting that this breakthrough and others like
it would not have happened but for the hard
work done by the RSGB and many

individual members in the negotiations with
both the RA and the international agencies.
The same thing applies to any possible
future extension of 40m and even, on the
other side of the coin, to the retention of the
frequency allocations we already have.
Don't take these things for granted!
Spectrum allocation is a very competitive
business and the privileges are much easier
to lose than to gain.
By the time this Digest hits the doormats the
RSGB HF and IOTA Convention will be
only about three or four weeks away. 1 have
been able to have a good look at the Savill
Court Hotel and I'm sure it will turn out to
be a great venue, remarkably like the old
Beaumont in many ways. The organising
committee has again prepared an excellent
programme with something to interest just
about everyone. The various streams offer
presentations on IOTA expeditions,
advanced technology and hints for relative
beginners. Other attractions include DXCC
checking, no less than three live stations,
FCC licence examinations and much, much
more. Oh, yes, there's also the IOTA Buffet,
the DX Dinner, a Grand Raffle and a very
pleasant bar. What better way to spend a
weekend in October? You could even pay
your CDXC subs in person. A free pint for
the first person to see me with his/her
cheque.
By the way, CDXC is again taking
responsibility for the "State-of-the-Art" IIF
station. A few pairs of hands to help with
the assembly and packing up would be
welcome, either on Friday afternoon or
Sunday afternoon.

SEE YOU AT THE CONVENTION ON
OCTOBER 11-13

73 es gud DX, John, G3LAS

Presidents Patter

Column...No, put away the cake please...Oh
go on then, just the one slice!

Signing Off

Neville Cheadle, G3NUG

Recently 1 have had to scrabble around a bit
for articles, so without wanting to be
accused of being a little pleader, may I ask
for...any article you have lurking on the
hard drive, any technical information you
may wish to impart, any knowledge (hard
won) you'd be happy to share, contest you
would like to promote, any tip from the top
or just a plain old story to tell...all are most
welcome.

1 started that column with...
It was really great to see so many members
and guests at the AGM and Summer Social
on 20 July. The weather was kind to us
again and we had another record, or near
record, turnout. The raffle went well and we
raised £443, a most valuable contribution to
club funds. Our thanks to all those who
donated raffle prizes including Datamatrix,
EI6FR, FSDXA, GOWMW, G3LAS,
G3KMA, G3ZAY, [coin, IOTA Committee,
Kenwood, ML&S, Nevada, RSGB and
Yaesu.

SSB will be somewhat easier. Let's keep
our fingers crossed!
The other potential development is that we
may gain some spot frequencies around
5MHz. This would be a very interesting
development as similar arrangements are
now available in the US. These slots will be
for inter-G working; long path contacts will
be an interesting challenge!
I remember using a frequency around 5MHz
when I was in the Mill Hill School CCF. We
had the callsign IA — "One Alpha" and a
wonderful location on the top of a hill. The
Army supplied a 25 watt AM transmitter
with a single 807. They also supplied some
20 feet steel masts that were screwed
together - I think the recommended limit
was 40 feet. You can guess what happened!
The local Signals Regiment was persuaded
to let us have some additional masts and we
ended up with two 80 foot masts and a
dipole. I remember the gin pole was 40 feet
long! Of course, that was not enough. We
built an amplifier with two 8I3s and this put
out around 200 watts on AM. We had a
fantastic signal and made daily contacts
with one of the schools in Gibraltar. At the
age of 13, this was the start of my interest in
radio communications.

Thanks also to Don G3XTT and Janet for
making their home available to us and for
all their hard work. Trish and I really
enjoyed the party — it was great being able
to relax for a change and winning a raffle
prize or two!
We have now had excellent good turnouts at
our last three social occasions. Members
really do seem to enjoy them — it was great
to see quite a few new faces at this year's
social events. The next social will be the
Annual Dinner probably next March at the
same location as this year, the Boxmoor
Lodge near Hemel Hempstead. This seemed
to be very popular and reasonably central. I
would like to encourage members who have
not been to a CDXC social before to join in.
These socials really are fun!

A sample of the new CDXC QSL card and
order form are enclosed with this copy of
the Digest. I hope members like the new
cards — there were a number of very
favourable comments at the Summer Social
where I ran out of order forms! The prices
are very competitive and the printer,
Hertfordshire Display, gives a really
efficient service. The proof of the enclosed
card was received very quickly and the
batch of 2000 cards arrived at home within
seven days of giving the go-ahead. It helps,
of course, that the Managing Director of
HDP is an amateur (John Watkins G4VMR)

It was interesting talking to Colin G3PSM at
the Summer Social about some possible
developments on HF. Colin is the RSGB HF
Committee Chairman and HF Manager.
There are two particular developments that
will interest most members — 5MHz and 40
metres.
Regarding 40m the 2003 ITU conference
may well agree to extend our 40m band up
to 7.3MHz and at the same time, some
broadcasting would be removed from the
7.15 to 7.3MHz segment. This would be
welcome news indeed. Apart from gaining
additional spectrum, working US stations on

"I hope to bring some of that 'fresh slant'
which Don mentioned in his sign off last
month"

Well I think 1 have managed in this task...I
believe some of the ideas have worked well
(quick pin him down he's about to blow that
trumpet)." just wish 1 had the time to follow
up and expand on more of them...
There is, however, one area though / feel
has not worked and that's the rather limited
amount of reader feedback.../ really do
appreciate any comments I get...it can
certainly help...for example a comment
received on the 'Why don't you try...'
format, where someone talks up their
favourite contest made me re-think how it
was presented (i.e. without the rather
fulsome rules summary I had been
including previously)...and this made for a
better QRZ Contest column...so as ever, let
me know...it all helps.

And so finally, in an effort to appease our
hardworking Editor who has had to put up
with his fair share of delays , problems, and
excuses from me over the past 2 years, I can
but dedicate the following and say your
understanding is bimonthly craved...
"I love deadlines. I like the whooshing
sound they make as they fly by."
- Douglas Adams
73 to Paul GOWAT

Committee Biographies
As Committee members change we like to give you a few details, just so that you know a little
more about those who are representing you on the CDXC Committee. We are still awaiting
input from a couple of the new Committee members, but here are a couple, one old, one new, to
be going on with!

Chairman: John Butcher, G3LAS
Retired University teacher and researcher specialising in semiconductor devices. Spent many
years on VHF and UHF, followed by a period of inactivity until "born again" as a keen DX-er in
1995. Now active on all the HF bands, chasing countries (332), islands (730+), US counties
(2700) etc. on ssb, cw and rtty. Ex-member of RAFARS (G8FC) and Cambridge University
(G6UW) radio clubs. Currently Chairman of the RSGB Management Committee and a member
of the RSGB HF Committee

Committee Member: Jim Kellaway, G3RTE
Licensed since 1963. Interested in DX and IOTA chasing. Have always preferred cw to phone
though will use ssb when called upon. Official ARRL DXCC field checker, IOTA committee
member, member of FOC, DXCC HR both mixed and cw. Have operated from several IOTA
locations in Europe and in Africa as 5Z4LI and 5Z4WI.

HDP prefer to handle everything by e-mail.
6
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RSGB 21/28 MHz Contest CW
26-27 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ WW DX Contest SSB
26-27 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
CQ WW SWL Challenge SSB

'CQ Magazine' sponsors the CQ WorldWide
DX Contests each year, the most widelysupported of all contests. Each year the
monthly magazine carries the full rules,
results write-ups, detailed tabulations of
results, articles from competitors . . . .
indeed, it is true to say that the CQ Contests
are fundamental to the success of the
magazine.

November
8-10 Friday 2300 - Sunday 2300

Japan International DX Contest SSB
9-10 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
Worked All Europe DX-Contest RTTY
16-17 Saturday 2100 - Sunday 0100
RSGB 1.8 MHz Contest CW
23-24 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ WW DX Contest CW
23-24 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
CQ WW SWL Challenge CW

This is rather unusual: nearly all contests are
sponsored by national amateur radio clubs
and so we consider them to be "free". So, I
guess it's not surprising that folks expect CQ
contests to be 'free' as well. That's the nature
of contesting. But it is not unreasonable to
expect a serious contester to consider
subscribing to the magazine so as to have
direct access to all the rules and results
instead of cadging off a subscriber, each
year.

and now a timely reminder from Dave...

This is not a commercial. I have no
pecuniary interest in CQ Mag! But if you
want to subscribe and don't know how
please send me an e-mail
(g3sxw@compuserve.com ).

Hi Paul

Don't know if it's too late for the Digest, but
having just received CQ Magazine, maybe
time for a reminder that in the CQWW
contests there is a club listing.

Someone suggested that results should be
published on the web. Good idea except
that, again, this would deplete potential
Magazine sales. At best I think you will find
that this would happen only some time after
the results have appeared in the Magazine.
Sorry to draw attention to the commercial
realities of life! But it seems to me a small
price to pay for such an important aspect of
our contesting-life (not to mention all the
other benefits of subscribing to a worldleading ham magazine).

CDXC got 25.2M points in the CW contest
placing us 21st. How about asking all club
members to submit phone and CW logs this
year and to note their CDXC club affiliation
on the cover sheet, in an effort to push
CDXC further up the club listing?
Cheers, Dave G4BUO

Funny how we hams expect everything for
nothing.

Apparently we were 21" out of about 90
Team entries... so well done all CDXC
members and don't forget to mark your
CQWW SSB and CW entries this year with
CDXC...and talking of CQWW...

On Reflection
In preparation for getting this issue together
I had cause to look back at my first column,
which I find (unbelievably) was in August
2000! ...so Happy 2"d Anniversary my
stewardship of all things QRZ Contest

CQ Contest results
By Roger Western, G3SXW
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Just complete the order form which can be
downloaded from our website and send this
as an attachment; you will receive a proof in
PDF format very quickly. Alternatively, fax
or post can be used.
Some members have asked whether the lefthand side of the reverse of the card could be
left blank so that QSO details etc. could be
printed directly on the card. The answer is
`Yes' and there is no increase in cost.
We are going to mail-shot a further 400
potential members in early September. This
time the list has been made up of those
achieving the highest number of band-slots
with D68C. Thanks to John G3WGV for
producing the listing and to John G3LAS for
looking up all 400 addresses. We are also
going to include the RSGB HF Convention
booking form and latest programme with
this mailout, so hopefully we will attract
some new faces in October. The RSGB has
agreed to share the cost of this mailing with
us.
The AGM agreed that the committee could,
if necessary, increase the membership fee
with effect from I July 2003. The fee has

remained unchanged since the early 90's but
our costs have increased as has the level of
demand for DXpedition funding. Our major
costs of course relate to the printing and
distribution of the Digest. In fact, the
printing cost per page has not changed since
1995 but other costs have. These arise
because of several factors including:
- card covers
- glossy photo pages
increase in average number of pages per
edition
increase in stuffing and stationery costs
increased postage costs
purchase of PDF software.
We sought an alternative quotation for the
printing the Digest about a year or so ago.
This was 30% higher than the present cost
so we believe that we are getting very good
value from our existing printers.
Finally, a remainder that the next RSGB I-IF
& IOTA Convention takes place at the
Savill Court Hotel, Windsor on 11-13
October. We would be grateful if a few
members could help on the CDXC stand.
See you there!

Secretary's Update
Shaun Jarvis, MOBJL

CDXC offers a warm welcome to the following new members:
Call

GMOKWL
MOMRW
M3AFI
M3SDE
PE9PE
WA3GNW
W3BM

Worked

Name

295
135
100
100+
100+
327
315

Brian Mulleady
Mike Williams
Lee Allen
Tim Beaumont
Rob Van Den Ent
Bruce Gibson
Carl Slutter

Location

Falkirk
Coventry
Gloucestershire
Warks
Zoetermeer
South Carolina
Arizona

Notes of Annual General Meeting: 20th July 2002 at 12:20
Venue: 105 Shiplake Bottom, Peppard Common, Henley-on-Thames,
RG9 5HJ
John, G3LAS, CDXC Chairman, welcomed everyone to the AGM and thanked members for
making it a near record turnout. He thanked Don, G3XTT, for hosting this year's meeting and
remarked on the number of members who had taken the trouble to send their apologies,
indicating their interest in the club.
Present:
BRS32525, GOMTN, GOOPB, GOXBV, G3KWK, G3LAS, G3LQP, G3MCX, G3NHL,
G3NKC, G3NUG, G3OCA, G3OLY, G3OQB, G3PMR, G3PSM, G3RFX, G3RTE, G3SED,
G3SWH, G3TXF, G3VKW, G3WRO, G3XTT, G3YBY, G3ZBE, G4CJY, G4HZV, G4IUF,
G4JVG, G4LDL, G4OWT, G4TSH, G4VXT, MOAXP, MOBJL, MODXR, MOKCM, MOMRW,
M3SDE, 5B4AGX, 5B4WN.
Apologies:
DL7AKC, GOCZB, GOHXN, GOKRL, GOMSM, GOSBQ, GOTRD, GOUKX, GOWAT, GOWAZ,
G2CZS, G3COJ, G3CWW, G3BJ, G3JNB, G3KMA, G3KYF, G3KZR, G3LHJ, G3NHL,
G3NOH, G3PEM, G3PJT, G3RVM, G3SXW G3WGV, G3WYW, G3YEC, G3ZAY, G4AZN,
G4IDI, G4IRN, G4JKS, G4KIU, G4VXE, G5HY, G8JM, G1OTJJ, GI3FJX, GI4TSK,
GWOIWD, GW3CDP, GW3KJN, ISWL-G-13038, EI6FR, MOBGT, MOBKV, MOBLF,
MOBPC, MMOBQ1, MWOCRI, W2LO, W3EF, 5B4AFB, 5B4AGC.

commented that the guys were 'awesome'. 1
can believe it.

compared to some of the trips that we have
undertaken in recent years travelling across
various West African countries it seems a
doddle!

Andy and Fred managed a very creditable
29th place. I know they were disappointed,
but the level of competition was very high
and they beat many accomplished and
successful contesters. So, well done chaps,
and here's to next time.

Do look out for us on all six bands, as
XT2DX. We expect the pile-ups to be still
quite fierce but we will appreciate each
caller.

Thanks to the WRTC organising committee
for putting on such a good event and for
making us all feel so welcome. Many thanks
also, to the UK contingent of GOMTN,
G4BWP, G4PIQ, G4BUO, G3LZQ,
G3SXW and G4JVG for their excellent
company and I hope we managed to fly the
British flag successfully.

We are getting more serious this year,
expanding the team to ten: GOMTN, G3PJT,
G3SXW, G4BWP, G4PIQ, GM3YTS,
K4UEE, K5VT, KC7V and KY7M. A great
bunch of chaps who will laugh until we are
hoarse but still, hopefully, win the contest!

GL Roger and Team and now
and now something for those diaries...
Thanks Tim...OH land seems to have put on
a great show and I'm sure all contesters will
look forward to the next WRTC ...and now
some news of goings on in Africa...

September
7-8 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
All Asian DX Contest SSB
7-8 Saturday 1300 - Sunday 1259
IARU Region 1 Fieldday SSB
14-15 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2359
Worked All Europe DX-Contest SSB
21-22 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
44th Scandinavian Activity Contest CW
28-29 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
CQ/RJ World-Wide RTTY DX Contest
RTTY
28-29 Saturday 1200 - Sunday 1200
44th Scandinavian Activity Contest SSB
October
5-6 Saturday 0800 - Sunday 0800
OCEANIA DX Contest SSB
5 Saturday 1500 - 1859
EU Sprint Autumn SSB
6 Sunday 0700 - 1900
RSGB 21/28 MHz Contest SSB
12-13 Saturday 0800 - Sunday 0800
OCEANIA DX Contest CW
12 Saturday 1500 - 1859
EU Sprint Autumn CW
19-20 Saturday 0000 - Sunday 2400
JARTS WW RTTY Contest RTTY
19-20 Saturday 1500 - Sunday 1459
Worked All Germany CW/SSB
20 Sunday 0700 - 1900

Previous Minutes:
John, G3LAS, reviewed the minutes from last year's AGM. It was noted that apologies for
G3PSM were missing. There were no other corrections and the minutes were approved.
Chairman's Report:
John, G3LAS, reported as follows:
Membership
At the end of another successful year the membership now stands at a very healthy 540. Looking
at a ten-year trend the membership levels have been steadily increasing. The strength of the
group depends on its membership so there is always a need to recruit new members. Adverts
have not proved effective but mail shots to potential members have worked. This has been done
by targeting potential members from DXCC lists etc.
The new licensing structure has resulted in about 3000 new operators on HF, 1500 of those
being M3's who are beginning to make themselves heard on the bands. These are all potential
new members and we must make them welcome to the bands and persuade them to join CDXC.
On the whole the M3's seem to have been well received on the bands but there have been a few
isolated cases of bad behaviour by more experienced operators.
DXpedition Funding
This year CDXC has made about 20 donations totalling around £3300 to various DXpeditions, a
steady average of £165, making us one of the worlds leading supporters of DXpeditions. This
gives the group a very high profile.
The criteria for funding these DXpeditions have not changed. We still look for competent
DXpeditions, destinations with some degree of DXCC rarity, the potential to work the UK and a
sympathetic QSL policy.

CQWW CW XT2DX
By Roger Western, G3SXW
The multi-multi team at XT2DX achieved
second place last November, behind HC8N.
In the process we are proud to accept the
Multi-Multi DXpedition Trophy. We also
had a lot of fun, six of us (G3SXW, G3XTT,
G4BWP, G4IFB, G4PIQ, KC7V) making
some 16.000 QS0s with six stations in
Ouagadougou, the capital of Burkina Faso,
in 48 hours.
We got the transmitting-licence through the
good services of our new friend Hugo,
XT2HB. The trip from Accra, Ghana took
1.5 days by bus and was not without its
excitement! (See 'CQ Magazine', September
2002).
At the end of the visit we left all our
equipment in storage at Hugo's house. So,
this year is relatively straightforward. All
we have to do is to renew our licences, book
the hotel, fly to Ouaga (via Paris), transport
our stuff across town, set up and operate.
The logistics are quite complicated - but
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back to Helsinki. The atmosphere had
changed. Still very convivial, but very
focussed as we got closer to the contest.
Once we arrived back in Helsinki, the teams
were introduced to their hosts and driven to
the locations to set up for the contest.

worked a number of OJ stations on I Om but
of course, on CW it's harder to tell who is
who! Steve, successfully identified the
British team as OJ2Z when they called us,
although we did not feign any recognition
that might have caused the team
embarrassment with the referee!

As a guest, I had nothing to do for the
weekend, so I was delighted when I saw that
the Finnish HQ station in the IARU contest,
016HQ was looking for operators. Steve,
G4JVG and 1 volunteered for this and
together with Sergei, UXIUA, we were
assigned to travel to Pori to the OH1AF
(OH1F) station. Pasi, OH1UM helped us set
up at the station, after Ari, OH I EH had
driven us from Helsinki. Ari was a
fascinating companion and we enjoyed his
company on the long drive. From OH IF, we
would run 10 and 80m CW and 40m SSB.
Poor Steve drew the short straw and did
most of the 40m operation, though Sergei
did a fine job of working stations in Russian
from time to time. Sergei and I concentrated
on 10 and 80m. Both were patchy — but it
was good to work into the UK on 10m and
of course further afield, including into the
US, which is a tough path in the summer.

We hope that our efforts will have played a
part in the OI2HQ score and hope to see a
good showing in the results of the IARU HF
Championship when they are published.
Following the end of the contest, we
returned to Helsinki, this time by bus.
Having not had much sleep during the
contest, I for one, slept well.
When we congregated the next day, we
learned that the adjudicators had been up all
night — checking through the logs, with the
aid of software written by Risto, OH3UU.
The request from the organising committee
for participants in the IARU contest to email their logs to help check the WRTC
proved to be a huge success and some 900
logs were received! It was also clear that the
order shown on the 'real-time' scoreboard
was liable to change as some software issues
had caused some teams scores to be inflated,
and others to be reduced. Anything might
happen!

80m was particularly fascinating, given the
very short night! What was most intriguing
was that after sunrise, the DX continued to
be audible quite clearly and it was still
possible to hear stations such as K3ZO
working into Europe, but despite a good
amplifier and excellent antennas, in the
shape of a ground plane and high dipoles, it
was hard to make QSOs once the sun was
up. Then, it was back to working OH
stations once again!

That evening, we all met for the end of
WRTC dinner at a beautiful restaurant
called `Klippan'. Tension mounted as the
time for the results to be announced
approached and the top ten called onto the
stage, in reverse order.
I was delighted to find my friends from
Canada, John Sluymer, VE3EJ and Jim
Roberts, VE7ZO in sixth place. 1 had
particularly enjoyed seeing John and his
partner Hazel at WRTC, as last year they
were involved in a serious motor accident
and it was the first time I had seen them
both since. The Russian team of Igor
(Harry) RA3AUU and RVIAW took second
place — and they looked disappointed. But,
they'd done it again — crowned WRTC
champions once again, were Jeff, N5TJ and
Dan, KITO. Wow! Having refereed for
them for 24 hours, Dave, G4BUO

On 40m, Steve had the benefit of a 3 over 2
stack on a huge tower. Of course,
marvellous though this was for working DX,
a dipole was frequently better for working
the European stations that were our bread
and butter.
Each hour during the contest, I connected
my iPAQ to the Internet using my mobile
phone to see how the leader board was
changing. That was fascinating and fun! I'd
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We have not changed our policy not to sponsor expeditions with only IOTA interest, but we are
planning to make an annual donation to IREF, recognising that many members are interested in
IOTA.
Digest

The Digest still maintains its excellent standard and is now widely acknowledged as one of the
best DX journals, a major benefit to the membership. Thanks are due to Don, G3XTT, for his
excellent work as Digest Editor.

Social Events
Annual Dinner

This year's dinner was held at a new venue realising a record attendance of 56 people seated at
the Boxmoor Lodge Hotel. We had an excellent meal and a very good speaker in G3SXW. The
Hotel was easy of access and the event was voted a great success. We plan to hold next year's
Annual Dinner at the same location.
HF Convention

Also taking place in a new venue though not by design, the location is similar to the Beaumont
and all looks well.
CDXC is a major sponsor of the HF Convention so please try and come along and enjoy the
programme, the dates of which are the 11th-13th October.
Summer Social

Yet another new venue! We are expecting over 60 people this afternoon, so many thanks to Don
and Janet for offering their home. Thanks also to the donors of the raffle prizes, these include
Yaesu, Kenwood, Icom, MLS, Nevada, RSGB and several individuals. There will be a main
raffle today and also a second non-radio raffle for the ladies.
The Committee appreciates that not everyone lives in the South East of England and is
conscious of the widespread membership, so would be happy to take the club events out and
about to different areas.

Awards
This year the Penallt Trophy has once again been awarded to John, G3LZQ. CDXC has
introduced the Local Heroes Award that has generated considerable interest with some 15
nominations so far. The Committee will review all the nominations at the next Committee
meeting and decide the winner.
Secretary's Report

Shaun, MOBJL, reported as follows:
Once again this has been a typically busy year and thanks to John and Neville's regular mail
shots there has been a steady stream of new member application forms flowing in which has
maintained very healthy membership levels.
The Annual CDXC Dinner back in March went extremely well with an excellent slide show
from Roger G3SXW. Thanks are due to those who kindly wrote expressing how much they
enjoyed the event. The Committee felt that the venue, The Boxmoor Lodge, was an excellent
location. However, views are welcomed as to possible future locations.
With the HF/IOTA convention approaching, thanks to those who gave up an hour or so to assist
in manning the CDXC stand at last year's Convention. Once again volunteers are needed for this

year. This is a very low-key affair and volunteers would not be expected to miss any of the
lectures. Anyone interested should contact Shaun before the event. There will be a reminder in
the next issue of the Digest.

Treasurer's Report
In the absence of Nigel, G4KIU, John G3LAS reported as follows:
The Committee was a little embarrassed to have to admit that there was no formal Treasurer's
report for the AGM due to pressure of work on the Treasurer. It was proposed that the
Committee approve the report at the next Committee meeting before sending it to the Auditor.
The full report would then be published in the November Digest. The general situation is that
although income has increased with increasing membership, so too have costs such as the
printing and distribution of the Digest.
CDXC is financially sound at present but reserves have been eroded in recent years. The
Committee proposed that, from July 2003, UK subscriptions be increased from £12 to £15 and
from 17 to £20 for overseas members. Approval was sought for these increases.
Mike, G4IUF, asked if it would be possible to email the Digest to the membership. Neville
G3NUG explained that sending the Digest by email has not been possible until this year, but
now the use of .pdf files might alter the situation. There might be problems with the
photographs. Steve, G4JVG, offered to help convert these. There was also a difficulty in keeping
up-to-date records of members' e-mail addresses. It was agreed that the Committee would
consider the possibility of electronic distribution at their next meeting.
John, G3LAS, then asked the members present for their agreement to a possible increase in
subscriptions from July 2003 and this was carried unanimously.

Election of Officers
At this point, the entire Committee resigned as required by the constitution. Marlyn, G3RFX,
presided over the election. Colin, G3PSM, proposed a block vote for the Committee that was
agreed. Results of the election were as follows:
President
Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer
Digest Editor
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member
Committee Member

G3NUG
G3LAS
MOBJL
G4KIU
G3XTT
G3SED
GOWAT
G3RTE
MODXR

Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed
Proposed

G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM
G3PSM

Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded
Seconded

G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY
G3OLY

Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous
Unanimous

Following the election of the Committee for 2002/2003 John, G3LAS as re-elected Chairman
took the Chair

Election o f Auditor
John, G3LAS, reported that John, G3WGV, was willing to continue as Auditor for a further
year. This was agreed unanimously.

AOB
Neville, G3NUG displayed samples of the new CDXC QSL card along with order forms that
were now available to members. Neville stated that between 2 and 3% of the revenue from card
sales would go to CDXC funds. Neville explained that DXpeditions could also use these new
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(Finland IS the home of mobile phones,
after all!). This would obviously facilitate
communication between the organisation
and teams. However not only that, but each
hour during the competition, the referee
would send a text message to WRTC HQ
showing the team and their score. This
would automatically be processed and
presented on a website, showing which
competitors were in the lead. One key
element is that teams are given a special
'unknown' callsign drawn at random, so that
it is harder to tell which team is which, and
thus eliminate attempts by some contesters
at home to work their own team, but not the
competition! Clearly, the automated website
needed to preserve this, so the real-time
scoreboard would show the home callsigns
of the competitors (e.g. G4PIQ/G4BWP)
rather than the call that was being aired.

arrival, there were meetings for competitors
and referees, discussing the finer points of
the rules. As a guest I was happy not to have
to attend these and instead enjoyed
socialising with the other attendees. Doing
this, though, I did manage to miss the pileup
competition.
In the last WRTC held in Slovenia, the
pileup competition counted towards the
championship. This time it did not, and was
for 'fun'. However, whether 'fun'
adequately describes trying to scribble down
callsigns played through a loudspeaker in a
tent of dubious acoustic properties, I am not
sure! Nevertheless, most competitors
seemed to enjoy the experience, particularly
of Japanese callsigns being shouted in a
Finnish accent!
At northerly latitudes in the summer, the
evenings are particularly long. It was quite
easy to be socialising at the bar, with the sun
still out and then realise that it was I 1 pm!
Everyone agreed this could be dangerous.

After lunch, everyone boarded a convoy of
buses heading north to Himos. Himos is a
summer camp organised by the Finnish
Amateur Radio League (SRAL) which
brings together around 1500 amateurs from
all over the country and further afield. The
longish journey took over three hours and
provided an opportunity to become familiar
with the Finnish landscape. Trees, lots of
trees, but perhaps less lakes than I was
expecting. Did I mention there were a lot of
trees? The journey was punctuated by
mobile phones receiving messages and calls
from other WRTC participants! Each team
phone had been programmed with the call of
the team leader in Morse code, so it was
very easy to tell whose phone was ringing!

The opening ceremony of the WRTC was an
excellent event. Each team paraded into the
marquee in a wonderful atmosphere of
competition, camaraderie and (lots of) fun.
A suitably modified Olympic oath was
sworn on behalf of the competitors and then
the competition declared open, by Dave
Sumner, KIZZ. The following day, at
another meeting, the competitors drew at
random, an envelope containing their
callsign and the location that they would
operate from. Much entertainment was had,
by poring over the map of the different
locations and identifying which looked to be
good; overlooking lakes or the sea, perhaps.
Andy, G4PIQ cheered the UK contingent by
picking the location of Martti, OH2BH in a
wonderful coastal location. Mark, 4Z4KX
was to be the referee for Andy and Fred.
Lee, GOMTN was assigned to referee to the
South African team of Chris, ZS6EZ and
Bernie, ZS4TX. Dave, G4BUO had the
'dream' posting of refereeing for reigning
champions N5TJ and K ITO. We instructed
Dave to take notes!

Himos itself, proved to be an excellent
location. Accommodation was provided in
chalets, housing 4 people. The chalets were
beautiful, although, given the heatwave that
Finland was (unexpectedly) experiencing at
the time, they proved to be rather hot at
nights, having no air conditioning. As we
realised, air conditioning companies
probably do not prosper during the Finnish
winters. A huge marquee had been set up for
WRTC meetings and there was a restaurant,
bars, car boot sales, amateur radio shop —
and lots of amateurs. On the evening of the

After this event, the coaches headed south
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(consisting of FTIOOOMP,
desktop
computer, keyers, paraphernalia etc.) would
manage to follow him. Although the
antennas and locations are provided by the
WRTC organisation, each team needs to
provide rigs (two 100w radios are allowed)
together with all the other equipment
required for making and logging contacts.

by Tim Kirby, G4VXE
I can't quite remember when I decided to
attend the World Radio Team
Championships in Finland, as a guest. But
like many things, it was probably the fault
of Roger, G3SXW and Dave, G4BUO!
Both of them did such a good job of
describing the competition, fun and
camaraderie that is to be experienced at
such events. And added to that, I had never
been to Finland. So really, there was no
decision to be made.

Flying into Helsinki, my impression was of
many green fields, which appeared to be
fenced or enclosed. In many respects, the
overall picture was not unlike flying into
England. I am sure, however, that 1 would
not make that mistake in the winter season!
My baggage made it through OK, but
perhaps predictably, Jeff's did not. The
airline were very good however, and had
managed to track his luggage down as
having arrived in London and they promised
to get it to Helsinki via the next flight. All
being well, Jeff and his team partner, Dan
Street, K ITO, would have a station!

For those of you who are not into the contest
scene, the idea behind the WRTC is to level
the playing field between competitors.
Stations are built for each of the teams, with
identical antennas. At WRTC 2002, triband
beams made by the Finnish Tribander
Company were used, along with Fritzel FD4 Windom antennas. All stations are situated
within roughly the same geographical area,
so as to eliminate, as much as possible,
propagation differences. The competition
itself is run alongside the IARU HF
Championship, in July. Each team is of two
people and the selection process is such that
to be part of a team, you need to have a
proven track record in the major contests.
The UK team in 2002 was a very strong
one, Andy Cook, G4PIQ who was the team
leader and Fred Handscombe, G4BWP. If
you are at all interested in contesting, you
will have, without doubt, worked both of
these guys.

I had expected to have to get a taxi or bus
from the airport to the hotel where I was
staying. To my surprise, there was a
welcoming committee at the airport,
consisting of Martti Laine, OH2BH, Miika
Heikinheimo, OH2BAD and Risto Lund,
OH3UU waiting to meet competitors.
Despite my protestation that I was merely a
guest and not a competitor, they very kindly
agreed to give me a lift into the city. What a
wonderful introduction to WRTC!
Next morning, the event kicked off in
earnest with a presentation from the WRTC
organising committee, welcoming everyone
to the event and to Finland itself. Not only
competitors and guests were here, but also
the referees and judges. At each WRTC
location, a referee would be present — to
provide an interface between the WRTC
organisation, the hosts and the competitors.
On the referees panel from the UK were
Dave Lawley, G4BUO and Lee Volante,
GOMTN. On the judging committee, and
managing the referees was Roger Western,
G3SXW.

Flights to Finland are plentiful from
London, so when I sat down in the airport
lounge waiting for the flight, I didn't
particularly expect to see anyone else going
to WRTC. After a while, I noticed a face
who looked familiar, Jeff Steinman, N5TJ —
one of the reigning WRTC champions, no
less. Jeff told me that he had not intended to
travel via London, but his flight from Dallas
to JFK had been delayed and he had arrived
at JFK to see the one direct flight of the
night to Helsinki taking off. So, the airline
had re-routed him via London. Jeff's main
concern, was whether his luggage

QSL cards.
Nigel, G3TXF, asked if there was any flexibility in with the design of the QSL card. Neville,
G3NUG stated that the front was unchangeable although the back of the QSL card containing
information on CDXC could be left blank if desired.
Mike, G4IUF, directed members to the H44A website. He explained that the site contained
information on a programme of training local residents in the practice of radio operation. Mike
stated that he felt this was a very worthy achievement, and if anyone would be interested in
donating any items of equipment they would be gratefully received. Details can be found on
www.h44a.com . John, G3LAS, agreed that this was a good cause that could be mentioned in the
Digest.
Colin, G3PSM, stated that this year's HF Convention contained a very good programme, lots of
interesting technical lectures, DXpedition lectures and an IOTA stream. Colin asked that we
encourage all M3's and other newcomers to attend.
Colin, G3PSM, informed the members that the RSGB has negotiated 5 spot frequencies on
5Mhz. Raynet and Cadet forces currently use these. The frequencies are for domestic allocation
at the moment by way of a NoV. Colin stated that anyone interested could contact either himself
or G3LEQ.
Ken, G3OCA explained that the CDXC members in Derby run regular rallies and that they have
club premises. Ken stated that this could be a possible venue for a future CDXC function,
reducing the emphasis on the South East.
The meeting closed at 13:10
Shaun Jarvis
CDXC Secretary.

Silent Keys
Eric Brown, GOKJW, passed away on July 12, 2002 at age 65. He was an RAF veteran, and was
active in the IOTA, Holy Land, WAB and Islands of Scotland Award (IOSA) Programs. He is
survived by Annette, his wife of 42 years. Those of us who knew Eric, and had the pleasure of
operating from islands with him, were honoured to have called him friend. --- Larry, K5MK
G3NOF, Don, passed away recently. He was one of the UK's top DXers and was high on the
DXCC roll and was a former president of the ISWL, where he gave up his office in May due to
his on-going poor health. A friend of his describes him as "another one of the real 'old DXers,'
who had forgotten more about ham radio than some of us will ever know."

An exciting development was that each of
the teams were given a mobile phone
so
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POSTBAG
From Dennis G3MXJ: Hi Don, interested to

PA5ET and Ronald PA3EWP

read your editorial in CDXC this month.
Congrats on catching P5/4L4FN for your
last one - same here under almost identical
circumstances. I was working at home one
afternoon and happened to see him shown
on the Cluster so jumped onto 15m SSB
(had to rake in the drawer to find the mike!)
and got him virtually first call. Like you - a
QSL almost by return of post. Just need the
VP6DI card to turn up now. So that takes
care of Honor Roll Mixed. The recent KH I
left me just needing P5 on CW to finish that
off as well.

Convention winds up at 6pm then is
followed by a DX dinner starting at 7.30pm.
Price is £7.00 for day plus £17.00 for the
optional dinner. Dinner must be pre booked
as there are limited spaces.
Dinner tickets available from:
Rob Ferguson GM3YTS
19 Leighton Avenue
Dunblane
FKI5 OEB
Tel 01786 824199

Also interested to read the recent discussion
on 5BWAZ. My 200 award is dated 13/5/93
and is number 831. That was all done on
CW, as was G4BUE's at about the same
time - and some of the zones, particularly 1
and 31 are very difficult on 80m CW.

Hotel Rooms please book direct with the
King Robert Hotel and mention GMDX
Convention to get special rates of £35.00 for
single room B& B; £22.50 per person B&B
for a double/twin room. Hotel Tel 01786
811666.

What next? Well, a permanent move to
France is on the cards in the not too distant
future - so I guess I will just start all over
again with a F5 call! But as it took me 44
years to do it the first time, and I turned 60
this year (I know 'cos the DSS sent me an
application form for winter heating
allowance HI HI!) I will have to extract the
digit and work them a bit faster this time.

73 Rob GM3YTS

From Phil, G3SWH: Hi Don,
Just received my CDXC Digest. Thanks for
printing the article about my experiences in
Cape Town.
As a follow up, you may care to let the guys
that my claim against the travel insurance
for the loss of the camera etc., costs of
getting home was totally rejected. The only
thing allowed was the cost of the emergency
passports, but even that did not come up to
the value of the policy excess.

73 de Dennis - G3MXJ.

From Rob GM3YTS: Hi Don, if it's not too
late I wonder if you could mention the
GMDX Convention in the CDXC Digest.

I have held an annual, multi-trip policy with
a company called Options based in Alton,
Hants for many years, but this cut no ice
whatsoever, of course.

It takes place on Saturday 28 September at
the King Robert Hotel, Whins of Milton,
Stirling starting at 12.30pm.
The Provisional Programme
•
•
•
•
•

I found that I had more cover on my
domestic household contents policy than on
the travel insurance!

Summits on the Air by John G3WGV
Microlite DXpedition to South Georgia
and South Sandwich Islands by Declan
EI6FR and Dermot E15IQ
Islands of Scotland Expedition tips and
stories by Peter GM3OFT
TI9M Cocos Island DXpedition by Rob

The moral is quite clear - read the small
print *VERY* carefully before buying
travel insurance! As far as I can see, most
policies just do not adequately cover "real
life" situations.
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and that because he was not entering
seriously himself he would have been
pleased to do it for other 'serious'
competitors.

had the antennas, I'd like to think we had the
operators, but we didn't have the rarity
value.
To make things worse, 10m never really
opened at all during the whole weekend,
with just a little Sporadic E into central
Europe - not very fertile territory for picking
up 15-point island stations or multipliers! If
we couldn't get a massive QSO total,
though, we could ensure that our multiplier
total was right up there with the leading
stations, and sure enough the mutts just kept
on coming. There were the occasional
difficult ones that refused to come back to
calls on the FT-1000MP / TL-922 / Mustang
set-up, but thanks to Don's fiendishly clever
antenna switching arrangement, a single
flick of a switch would put the Force 12
beam on to the multiplier station, while the
main station immediately took over the
Mustang. Of course stations would keep on
calling our 'run' station even when on the
little tribander - for a while at least! - and
the several extra dB from the big beam
would usually crack the pile-up on the
multiplier quickly enough, allowing us to
flick the switch back and carry on as
normal.

Secondly, none of us was really familiar
with the logging software. Of course it is
easy to log QSOs, change band and mode
etc, but the program will do a lot more than
that. Although ostensibly NA 'looks' like
CT, there are several differences. One thing
we did not really work out until quite close
to the end of the contest was how to identify
which bands and modes a particular
multiplier was needed on. This indeed was
another reason we did not move multipliers
from band to band and mode to mode. NA
was good at telling us whether an IOTA
reference was a multiplier on the band and
mode we were logging on at that particular
time, but it was a little more opaque on
whether that IOTA would be a multiplier on
the other mode / bands. Had we worked out
how to do this before the contest started, we
might have had more confidence in asking
multipliers to move for us.
An interesting 'design feature' of NA was
that if you pressed the F I 0 key, the program
would crash, causing the PC to not only lose
the network but also crash itself. This
required a complete re-boot and wasted
valuable minutes, also causing the two logs
to get out of synch with each other. In other
words, pressing F10 was fairly disastrous!
Since the adjacent F9 key was for the very
useful callsign check function, it required
one's wits to be about one for the whole
event, not easy at 3.00am! In fact, we had
discovered this interesting feature before the
contest started and only once during the
contest itself was F10 accidentally pressed

At the end of the contest we were pleased to
discover that while our QSO total was well
down on the leading British Isles offshore
multi-operator stations, our multiplier total
was indeed comparable with them, in fact
higher than that of GU8D for example. We
hope to be the top-scoring station on EU005 once again.
Could We Have Done Better?
What could we have done better? Firstly, we
should all have been more 'aggressive' at
moving multipliers from band to band and
mode to mode. We all had a feeling that
because we were 'only' on EU-005, those
unique multiplier stations would not want to
move for us. However, after the contest we
read that one station with a unique reference
said that only one station had asked him to
move bands during the whole of the contest

(I think that was me! ...Ed)

Thanks Steve (and Don and Hilary)... and
now some WRTC goings-on from Tim...
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operators and as Mark was off to the
Maldives for his 8Q7ZZ DXpedition on the
Sunday of the contest weekend it was to be
just Paul and me who would travel up to
Shropshire for the contest.
Don's station consists of a Yaesu FT1000MP MkV with a Yaesu Quadra VL1000 amplifier and, in the multiplierspotting position, an FT-1000MP to an
ageing, but recently re-valved, Kenwood
TL-922 amp. The permanent antenna set-up
is impressive: a Force 12 C4XLD 40 - 10m
beam at 80ft, an 80m dipole at 80ft, a
Titanex VI60 87ft vertical for 80 and 160m
as well as a 160m dipole at 80ft (not used in
this event, of course). A Butternut HF6
vertical provides an all-purpose spotting
antenna. In the weeks prior to the contest,
Don had also put up an old Mustang 3-ele
tribander on a small mast at about 25ft and a
40/80m trap dipole at 40ft to complement
the Butternut and to give the multiplierspotting station a little more 'clout'. The
antennas were distributed via a clever
switching arrangement that allowed the two
banks of antennas ('main' and 'mult') to be
swapped over, about which more later. Two
sets of Dunestar bandpass filters are
switched automatically by the band data
from the two radios which, together with the
considerable physical separation of most of
the antennas from each other, ensured there
was virtually no mutual interference
between the two stations.

NA has the advantage that it can be
configured for almost any contest including IOTA with its unusual multipliers
- and the interface 'looks' like CT, the
contest logging program with which all
three of us were most familiar. Don and
Paul hooked up the two PCs and the
network worked straight away - most
encouraging!

On another matter, just to let you know that
Jan and I are going back to Madagascar
again between 5 and 19 November and I
expect to be active again with my 5R8HA
call. As ever, it will be a holiday operation
and I will try to be on the air as much as
possible. Initially, we will be on the main
island (AF-013) but we will spend a few
days towards the end of the trip on Nosy
Komba (AF-057).

The Contest
For once, here was a contest where the two

73 Phil Whitchurch G3SWH

stations were ready to go, with no
interference between them, all the antennas
were resonant, and even the PC network
was up and running a couple of hours before
the start. This was almost too good to be
true!

Paul and I travelled up to the wilds of
Shropshire from Hertfordshire after work on
the Friday afternoon immediately prior to
the contest. That weekend was the summer's
heatwave but the roads were generally quiet
and we made excellent progress until we hit
our first and only traffic jam on the outskirts
of Shrewsbury.
It was great to arrive at a station that was
virtually ready-to-run: the only thing
brought by Paul and me was Paul's PC for
logging on the mult station and a new IOTA
Directory for reference during the contest!
Don had recently acquired a copy of NA
and we had decided to use this for logging.
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From Alan G3PMR: I shall be vacationing
with my XYL at the QTH of Mike,
5B4AGX, from September 12th-I 8th, and
hope to get some operating in (SSB & CW)
from Mike's shack, signing 5B/G3PMR.
QSL via home call.

We worked out a rota whereby the main run
station and the mult station would be
manned, while the third operator would be
off-duty, throughout the whole 24 hours of
the contest.

(our thanks to Alan for setting up new email aliases for Committee members — see
page 2 — ed)

We were off. The first two hours, with Don,
G3BJ, running, produced a great rate on
20m SSB as everything was still 'wanted'
and everyone needed to work everyone else.
There's no doubt that Don's station was
getting out well. Even the multiplier station,
just using a little tribander at 25ft, seemed to
be able to pick off the multipliers easily;
usually after a single call. We had an
excellent link into the GB7MDX
PacketCluster and each time a new
multiplier was spotted the multiplier-station
operator would be off to pick it up.

From Doc, ON4IZ: Hello Don, I just
finished reading your editorial and it's my
pleasure to inform you that I have indeed
also worked "them all". I had missed Martti
OH2BH / P5BH, an old friend, when he was
in P5 because I was working in my garden
at the time he was looking for me. Shame!
But like you, 1 got Ed. And for me too it was
an anticlimax. 1 came home in the morning
from a holiday in VK / ZL, 8th December
2001 , saw Ed spotted on ten and got him
first call.

After the first two or three hours of frenetic
activity, though, the rates slowed down and
never really picked up again. Although we
were clearly getting out well, it seemed that
'casual' operators were just not interested in
working 'ordinary' G stations who were
'only' on EU-005. On numerous occasions
we heard stations such as G5XV (on EU120), GU8D and MD4K, all of which had
stations similar to or less competitive than
ours, running big pile-ups that we could
simply not emulate. We had the stations, we

From Steve, G4OWT.: Hi Don, I would just
like to thank you and your family for
hosting the AGM and Summer social. 1 had
a great time enjoyed catching up with
people I normally see at Windsor. I was
very pleased to win the Yaesu 200 MD 200
Microphone and 2 T-shirts in the raffle!
Thanks go to Mark MODXR for selling me
the winning ticket! I had a chat to him on
the 8Q7ZZ DXpedition and thanked him,
using the microphone of course. I was
interested to read the letter from Bert
PA3GIO in the May 2002 issue regarding
his QSL policy of not sending out cards to
stations that do not bother to return cards via
the bureau. I am the bureau 1
Sub-Manager for the G4A and G4H series
of calls, I have a web page where people can
see a list of stations that do not collect cards
via the Bureau. I update this on a regular
basis. If you want to have a look go to
http://www.g4owt.btinternet.co.uk and click
on "unwanted" you may be able to save a
few cards.

73 Alan G3PMR

Regards Steve G4OWT
From Mauro I IJQJ:
ANTARCTIC HELP NEEDED

(Worked Antarctic Bases
Award) programme was established several
years ago for contacts made with amateur
radio operators from stations/bases
(including refuges, field camps, etc) located
in Antarctica.
The WABA

This award programme, sponsored by the
Diamond DX Club of Italy, has achieved a
good renown in the amateur radio world.
The DDXC is currently finalising a major
revision of the WABA listing of stations,
with the primary intent of amending
mistakes and giving more accurate
information on the various bases, including
their IOTA reference numbers. I now call
upon CDXC members' help in order to
gather reliable information on the following
four operations, for which the information
currently available is fragmentary,

What shall I do now? Go fishing ? Play
snooker ? Or maybe get a bit more involved
in the IOTA program where I am sure not to
work them all.
Best 73 de "Doc" ON41Z
From Andy G3AB (ex-G4ZVJ): I have been
issued the call G3AB (the call of my late
uncle from 1937-1983). The G4ZVJ QSL
route will remain active for DXpeditions.
New e-mail address: andy@g3ab.net
13
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conflicting or even patently wrong.
Call

Year QTH

VP8BDG
VP8IK
VP8CPO
VP8CPY

1985 Brabant Island ?
1966 Graham Land ?
94/95 Smith Island ?
94/95 Smith Island ?

use the bottom 25kHz of the bands where
the DX was. FCC were very strict and the
bands were monitored. The call G3DPX/W6
was a bit long, but no problem.
We were located in Orange County about
sea level in Newport Beach. Not much
space for big aerials but I managed a 3element beam with 40m extensions at 3211,
for 80m an old AVQ vertical at 20ft with
three loaded radials, good enough to work
EA8RL on 80 for 5-band WAC. But it took
two years to work Vermont on 80 for 5band WAS!

Give a look into your shoeboxes, and if you
can find one or more QSL cards for these
stations, please be so kind as to contact me
at either i I jqj@ari.it or, if you have no email facility, at the following address:
Mauro Pregliasco, Corso Novara 39, 10154
Torino - TO, Italy.

Going back to Dave, the present Extra ticket
has lost its glory. I got mine in Anaheim in
1977 with 6 others. At that time we had to
sit Novice, Technician, general and Extra
exams. We all passed, but then Morse at 20
wpm which was no problem for me but was
for the others, none of whom passed! I came
out with N6UH; very happy. I can use it
when I go back to visit my family and my
old friend WA6MOW. We both got our
pilots licences in 1975 and now he has his
own plane so we can go flying together.

Thanking you in anticipation,
(Mauro particularly wanted this in the
Digest, as our members have such a wealth
of knowledge. Can you help? — ed.)

I note that we have 49
members in Cornwall/Devon/Somerset.
Perhaps if you could put a little advert in the
next mag to see how many would like an
area dinner somewhere central.

From Dave GOHXN:

I'm not very busy on the bands these days,
mainly because I am so disgusted with the
behaviour on the bands. At 83 I get a bit
mad about it, but do try to chase any new
ones. I started working for certificates when
1 first got on the air; my wife said that she
never saw me again when I got my station
going until we got back to the UK.
California is certainly a great spot to operate
from, all the Pacific on your doorstep!

Dave GOHXN
(The Committee would love to see social
events in areas other than the South East,
and will try to be represented wherever
possible. But it helps enormously if someone
local can handle the organisation. So,
starting with those of you in the south-west,
how about getting in touch with Dave — ed.)

Thanks for giving me a spot in the Digest.
73 Colin G3DPX/N6UH

Hi Don, After
reading the letter from Dave G3WGN, it
takes me back to 1968 when I did the same
thing. I moved to California in 1968. First
things first, a home and somewhere to work
but then, more importantly to get on the air!

(PS have just packed over 2,000 QSL cards
for a guy who needs them!)

From Colin G3DPX/N6UH:

Dear
Don, Hope you are keeping well. 1 have just
returned from a couple of months in
Malaysia to do the QSL cards and hopefully
will be back there in November through
until end January. I am still however having
major problems with high power line noise
From Phil, HSO/G4./MB, 9M6CT:

I took the quickest route and got a reciprocal
licence, which gave me the same as an Extra
ticket which at that time, for a DXer, was a
must as Extra Class was the only one able to
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Steve and Don took 'im along though?...

In 2002 things were very different with poor
HF propagation. Only 34 JAs in the log this
time, which actually seems to be better than
par for the course judging by other people's
comments. 10 meters never opened at all
with just a handful of QSOs. 80 metres was
a bit better with the new beam, but still not
competitive.

RSGB IOTA Contest from G3BJ
by Steve Telenius-Lowe, G4JVG
Last year, Paul, GOWAT, and 1, together
with Mark, MODXR, and on this occasion
also Nigel, G4KIU, and Sergei, MOSDX,
operated in the RSGB IOTA Contest from
the RSGB HQ station, GB3RS.

The IOTA contest has a very different feel
to it when you are outside the Europe. We
didn't have any illusions about challenging
the leaders, but what was disappointing was
the low level of island activity outside
Europe and particularly from the Caribbean
islands. Without some change in the contest
rules to give incentives for distance, or some
other reason to take part, things will most
likely stay this way.

Despite the limited antennas at GB3RS (an
A3S tribander at 30ft and dipoles for
40/80m at the same height), we did well,
ending up as the leading station from EU005. Although our final score was quite
respectable, our claimed score was rather
higher: the adjudication process had been
tough (if fair) and we lost many points
thanks mainly to our inadequate logging
system.

So where do the Iguanas come in ?
Well the scenery is different to say the least.
Coral cliffs, white beaches, turquoise sea
with coral reefs and bright blue fish ...
cactus plants of every description, mostly
with vicious spikes and a nasty temperament
... brightly coloured birds, yellow magpies
that go "dooby-doo", parrots, and humming
birds ... and iguanas of all sizes lazing on
the cliff tops looking like something out of
Jurassic Park.

We had tried to log using TR, but lost the
network about three minutes into the contest
(even though it behaved perfectly well for
hours during pre-contest tests!) and after
messing about for over half an hour trying
to get it working again, we decided to cut
our loses and to continue by logging on just
one computer. This caused the inevitable
problems of logging mults on the wrong
band and/or mode and working stations that
we thought (or hoped) were mults, but
which were not.

Further info: If you are interested in
renting Signal Point, visit the CCC web site
at lutp://asgard.kent.edu/ecc/ , and feel free
to drop me a line at alh(a),blueyonder.co.uk
for hints.

IOTA 2002
Paul and I had started thinking about how to
improve things for this year's IOTA contest
when a chance remark to Don, G3BJ,
brought forward an invitation to do the
contest from his new station in Shropshire.
Don had built his shack with multi-single
operation in mind, but had thus far only
tried it out - with singular success - in a
couple of smaller single-operator events.

PJ2Y Team 2002: Wilf MOWLF, Robin
G3TKF, Geoff G4FKA, Chris GOHFX and
Alan G3XSV.
Additionally in 2001: Martyn G3RFX, Vic
GOWKW, Neil MOAXF/EI3JE and Matt
G7ORR.

Many thanks Alan...excellent stuff and now
on to more IOTA 'rings ...don know why

The IOTA contest would be its multi-single
christening. There was room for two guest
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Signal Point
Signal Point is in the north west about 20
minutes by car from the capital Willemsted.
It sleeps four people, but as it is located
right next to the Sunset Waters Beach
Resort it is possible to accommodate
virtually any number. It is also a great place
to eat and more importantly DRINK cocktails are a speciality. Well, the island
does have a liqueur named after it, and one
of its great attractions is the party spirit.

in CEPT so we could use our own calls.
Special calls can be obtained for contest
activity — hence PJ2Y. Operating on the HF
bands is a joy from this location. It seems
that PJ2 is still rare enough, even with this
station activated quite frequently, that you
get an instant pileup. On 40 metres we got
some amazing reports from Europe. We
spend quite some time on 18MHz after the
contest this year, which proved popular with
the punters. Despite poor propagation Geoff
plugged away on 50MHz with the 1C706
that he took and was finally rewarded with
some good openings to North and Central
America on the final day.

July is low season on the Island, as
Americans prefer to visit the Caribbean in
the winter months, so it's possible to get a
bargain at the Sunset Waters. We found it
better to just turn up and haggle than try and
book in advance.

Unfortunately, 80 and 160 metres is another
story. High noise levels from distant storms
made it so difficult to hear even though the
3-element delta loop seemed to work well.
It was also very difficult to get a beverage to
work, as the ground is bone dry and
impossible to get a decent earth. We had
one beverage pointing to the USA, which
relied on ground radials. It was directional,
but not low noise.

The Station
The antenna farm is pretty impressive and
visible from quite a distance. About as
much aluminium as could fit on a half acre
plot is up in the air. Two Rohn towers each
support a stack of three 5-element
monobanders for the HF bands — the beams
on the 100 footer are fixed on Europe with a
rotatable 40m 2-element on top, and those
on the 80 footer arc fixed on the US and
Japan with a rotatable tribander and 6meter
beam on top. There is also a 54 ft tower
with A3WS WARC beam and some wire
antennas. For the low bands there is an 80m
3-element delta loop pointing to Europe and
inverted Vees for 80m and 160m. It is a
great credit to WOCG and the CCC to get
this lot up in the air, as daytime
temperatures seldom fall below 32°C (90°F).

The Contest
In 2001 the sunspots were going great guns
and the HF bands were in good shape. We
spent a lot of time in the contest working
Japan. From there you beam straight over
the middle of the USA. We could have
worked more JAs, but it would have caused
some friction with the North American
audience if we called "QRZ Japan" too
frequently. But that's where the points are.
For several hours on 10 metres Europe was
busy with E-layer propagation and we were
unable to join in. We could hear what was
going on, but couldn't get ourselves heard.
We must have been about SI to S3 in
Europe, which obviously wasn't good
enough to join the party. 80 metres was
just a disaster in 2001. There was lightning
on the horizon and 40 over S9 on the Smeter. So about 2300 QSOs and overall
14th place in the Multi-op section felt like a
good result.

In the shack the equipment list is improving
all the time and this year consisted of:
Station #1: TS940 + Ameritron AL-1200
linear
Station #2: TS930 + Ten-Tec Titan II linear
An IC-765 and Cary LK-800 linear is also
available.
Licensing is not a problem in PJ2. They are
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level, usually running S8 - 9. The power
company know where and what is causing
the problem ( an overhead I-1V line, half a
klick from the home) and have it in the
program to put the offending line
underground but it is now a year since they
were first advised of the problem and so far
no further forward, a case of getting
"ROUNDTUIT"

In addition to the above letters, we received
several comments with AGM apologies and
subscription renewals which are reproduced
below:

"Thanks to the committee for all their hard
work in making CDXC such a success",
G2CZS
"Many thanks to one and all for the
excellent work done during the past year",
GOTDV

I recently took some IRC's round to the
main Bangkok Post office to exchange same
for stamps and since the introduction of the
newer IRC's from the beginning of this year,
any IRC dated 2002 is not accepted.

"The Digest is excellent. Well written and
interesting content", G3VDL
"Keep up the good work", GOWSC

One IRC in question issued by the post
office at Church Road, Burgess Hill, W.
Sussex. dated the 11 July 2002, was
rejected. Perhaps you could draw members
attention to this problem ,as it would appear
the some of the British Post Offices must
still be using up their old stock of IRC's
which are presumably no longer legal
tender!

"I greatly enjoy reading the Digest and am
amazed by the exploits of the intrepid
DXpeditioners. I may not be able to work
most of them but it is nice to know that my
subs may, via CDXC, help in some small
way with their expenses", G3EKJ
"Many thanks to all the officers and other
'behind the scenes' members who help make
CDXC so successful. I hope to be able to
support the cause for many years", G4EDR

Best regards to all at CDXC and very sorry
not to be able to attend any social functions
or this years annual do.
Best wishes, Philip

NICE TO KNOW
(Most of the items in this section come from the Internet, so are already in the public domain.
However, I include those which I think may be of interest, or useful to refer back to in the future.
I certainly don't see all possible sources, so do please pass on anything you think may be of
interest to fellow members. — ed.)
KH8 Expedition

conditions from the islands.

A Multi-National team of DXers will be
going to American Samoa KH8. I give you
details of our forthcoming DXpedition due
to start 26th October 2002. We will
concentrate on Europe when propagation
allows, thus allowing EU to gain during
openings.

We intend to activate two islands at the
same time. (3 operators on each island)

The team is studying the propagation
forecasts for 160 metres & it is hope that we
will be able to give the deserving (KH8 on
top band) It is requested that you visit our
web site for updated info on propagation

The dates are as follows:

These being the islands of:- Tutuila (IOTA
0C-045 & Ofu island IOTA OC-077)
Modes of operation CW, SSB, RTTY,
PSK31, SSTV.
29th October 2002 to 8th November 2002
QRV from Tutuila IOTA 0C-045
30th October 2002 to 6th November 2002
15

QRV from Ofu IOTA OC-077

9Q5 activity

The Team consists of 6 operators:-

Amateur Radio in the Democratic Republic
of Congo continues to progress. The PTT
Ministry has given verbal permission for
Amateur Radio operations to five licenses as
of July 1, 2002. Those being 9QOAR
ARAC, 9QIYL Nicole, 9QIMM Jean
Philippe, 9QIKS Cyprien and 9QIA Pat.
Credit goes to Nicole, TU5NC/5NOYL, for
her work with local authorities. The PTT
staff has been on strike but the ARAC is
staying in close contact. Gus,
SM5DIC/9U5D, is expected to be in
Kinshasa around mid July. 9Q5BQ has been
reported over the last few days, however it
appears that this station is not transmitting
from Kinshasa and this callsign remains
unknown to both the licensing authorities
and the 9Q national society. Nicole,
9QIYL, and Patrick, 9Q I A, are now QRV
on 40, 20, 17, 15, 12, 10 and 6 meters. No
plans for the other bands for time being.
There is no space for serious antennas on
the lower bands, yet they may try something
on 75 meters. Look for Nicole mainly on
weekday afternoons and Patrick on weekday
evenings and weekends. 9Q1MM and
9QIKS are not active for time being.
9QOAR may show up on the bands during
special occasions operated by ARAC
members. To promote Amateur Radio and
keep it in the spot light in the DRC the
9QOAR callsign maybe used by visitors in
any of the nine call areas. Written
applications can be made to the ARAC by
providing a valid foreign license, joining the
ARAC Society and guarantying 100%
QSLing for the concerned period. Guest
operators will take care individually of their
QSLing arrangements but must supply the
ARAC with a copy of their logs. For more
details contact the ARAC via email to
gckin@ic.cd or phone Nicole, 9QIYL, at
(00 243) 99 43 838.

Glyn Jones GWOANA, Team Leader,
Nigel Peacock, G4KIU,
Dr Markus Dornach DL9RCF,
Roger Mulzer, DL5RBW,
David Flack, AH6HY,
Thomas Steinmann, DJ6OI
With local help on KH8 from Larry Gandy
AH8LG
Our KH8 DXpedition webpage is at
www.ukdxers.co.uk this gives readers more
information.
I thank you for your support & look forward
to working you from KH8
best 73 de Glyn GWOANA,
Team leader KH8 DXpedition.
Amateur Radio Callbook To Stop
Publication
According to the ARRL Web News, "Radio
Amateur Callbook is throwing in the towel
and will cease publication of its CD-ROM
Callbook product effective with its winter
2003 edition, which will come out in
November." Publisher Bob Hughes states
that this is due to accessibility to the FCC
database via the Internet, and sales have
declined to levels that make it unprofitable
to publish future editions.
MFJ Product Information

Here is a link I found to download free
manuals for every MFJ & Ameritron
product listed of which currently there are
over 200 product manuals total available
and more coming. All Ameritron amps are
listed with available free manuals. There are
separate links for MFJ and Ameritron at this
URL.
http://www.ab7s1.com/index.html?rowlcol2
=links.html

QRZ CONTEST
Paul Brice-Stevens, GOWAT
Well hello and welcome to this issue's QRZ
Contest... and first off the blocks

happened in 2001 our choice to go abroad
proved to be inspired. Only a week after we
booked the flights the first case of Foot and
Mouth was reported.

PJ2Y - IOTA and Iguanas

In 2001 nine members of the group scraped
together the cash and in many cases got
permission from the "other half' (one
potential obstacle to going somewhere
exotic). This year four of the group had
additional commitments and opted to
operate with our friends at EI7M in Cork.
The other five of us returned to Curacao for
another bash.

By Alan Hydes, G3XSV
With masterly timing in October 2000 we
had chosen to do CQWW from the edge of a
hill near Bath. That was the weekend the
worst storms for thirteen years hit the west
of England... 48 hours of sheer hell. On the
Monday morning our caravan, towers,
generator and even our beloved 4x4s were
being dragged unceremoniously out of the
mud by tractor. The top of one tower was
bent at right angles and an element of our
A3S was sticking in the mud like Steve
Backley had been practising.

Where on earth is Curacao anyway?
Ask most DXers and you'll get the answer
straight away, but it's surprising how many
people haven't got a clue. Curacao is part
of the Netherlands Antilles just 40 miles off
the coast of Venezuela and in the ABC
group of Aruba, Curacao, and Bonaire. It is
only 12° North of the equator and its
location in South America is an attraction
for some contests like CQWW, but holds no
particular advantage for IOTA.
Unfortunately, being South America winner
doesn't carry a great deal of kudos!

That's when the Bristol Contest Group
decided to "go somewhere warm next year"!
IOTA seemed the best bet. The previous
four years we had taken equipment with us
to the Isle of Man and Isle of Wight. As the
closest island that was vaguely drivable and
guaranteed to be hot seemed to be Corsica
we briefly considered that. But, after having
visions of Corsican bandits flogging off our
FT1000s at some Mediterranean car-boot
sale, we decided to forget that idea.

The only practical route from Europe is via
Amsterdam, which is not surprising, as this
is still very much a Dutch colony. There is
a daily 747 to the island and, depending on
the day, the flight goes via one of the other
Dutch islands. Last year we spent an hour
on St Maarten and this year it was an hour
on Aruba. Curacao is only 38 miles long
and about 10 miles wide but has a language
of its own called Papiamentu, a mix of
Spanish, Dutch and English.

The breakthrough came in January 2001
when Robin G3TKF spotted on the Internet
a new development under way in Curacao.
An American group, the Caribbean
Contesting Consortium, were establishing a
world-class contest station at a location they
called Signal Point once the home of PJ2JT.
What followed were two very enjoyable
trips
2001 and 2002 using the call
PJ2Y/luring
uring the IOTA contests.
As it

Herb Walters
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logged about the same number of stations

DX. Simon added three new DXCC entities
- A71, A41 and Z2. I also bagged the Z2 —
Z2/PA3CPG — and TT8MD. Other good DX
found its way into the log, too — VR2IG,
EZ8AQ, HS5SYH, Z21KF, 4D7OVDG,
VU2DK, YF I AR, 8A3M, YE I H,
YC3MM/5 and TY4DX. During our 2Y2
hour operation, an American lady walked
close by, picked up the end of the antenna
and said "Oh, look Andy, what's this!"
Andy replied "Leave it, its attached to
them"!

Sunday 28th July

A further trip was made to our /P location
immediately after an early breakfast. After a
while, the day developed into a rather hot
one and Clare and Simon were quite keen to
swop /P contest activities for the /P
sunbathing variety! We therefore left the
contest with an hour still to run. In all, we
had listened for about 8 hours. Simon
logged 260 stations, while I was "more
choosy" logging only 185. Simon was
particularly pleased with his effort, and 1
had begun my IOTA collection with 88
IOTAs!

Back at the hotel in the evening, Simon
heard TY4DX on 40m, while later I heard
TT8VMFR (via D2GG), XE1KK, V21RW
(again), FP5BU, CO8TW and CE7ZK.

Monday 29th July

Friday 2nd August

The only listening done was in the evening.

As the wx had really improved by now, we
decided to venture no further than one of the
Blue Flag beaches in Tenby. Unfortunately,
conditions seemed quite poor and we
became a little tired of logging the
Europeans so we soaked up the sun and took
the "beach games" option! During the
afternoon, a change of /P site — our IOTA
contest site — accounted for AP2IA, VQ9PO
and YB5NOF. The VQ9 was No. 173 for

We had a brief /P session at Saundersfoot
and logged JA, VU and 4S7 before a QSY
to the hotel saw A71, PZ and HP added to
my DXCC score. A few JAs were logged on
18MHz, while stations in OA, XE, LU and
YV were good copy on 14MHz at 23z.
Tuesday 30th July

A three mile walk to Lydstep Haven found a
decent /P location on rocks above the beach.
However, conditions were poor with only
Europeans heard on 14MHz and nothing on
the other HF bands. Back home in the
evening, I added 9LIBTB, TG91.1T,
ZSIACS and YI2EJG to take my DXCC
count up to 168. V2IRW was good copy on
14MHz at 2325z, but unfortunately V2 was
not new!

M C.

Saturday 3rd August

Wednesday 31st July

Later in the day, we went to Poppit Sands
(at the northerly end of the Pembrokeshire
Coast Path). From our sand dune location,
Simon had a great time logging a great
many very strong Europeans as he found the
European contest in full swing.

Thursday 1st August

We went to Pendine today. It was quite a
warm day and we found a great /P site high
on the cliffs at Dolwen Point overlooking
the beach below. This was perhaps our best
/P location. With the Sony radio and its AN71 compact antenna, we logged some good

You can choose which overlays are on
display, the order they are displayed in, and
which one is on the top.
The map can be saved in the normal manner
(File>Save As) for viewing off-line, and it
can be printed out with whatever overlays
are active.
As the page is graphics-intensive (220kB) it
takes approximately 30 seconds to load with
a 56kB modem, or 1 minute with a 28.2Kb
modem. A pre-loader page is provided as an
entry point. The address is
http://www.qsl.net/ei8ic/grids/euro/preload .
html

The booklet is available for just £1.50 (send
cash or cheque, made out to 'Pete
Chambers') to: Something In the Air, 110
Richmond St, Coventry, CV2 4HY.

Or it can be accessed through the normal
menu on my website.
IMPORTANT: THE MAP REQUIRES
JAVASCRIPT TO BE ENABLED ON
YOUR BROWSER.

Local radio enthusiast "Joe Hackett"
described the book as "Brilliant" and "Too
good to miss"!

IF YOU HAVE JAVASCRIPT TURNED
OFF, IT WON'T WORK.

Maybe your members would be interested,
as you can see I'm not doing this to make
money (hence the price of just £1.50) I just
want people to know of this fascinating
place before it is decommissioned in a
couple of years time.

More maps in this series will be added as
time and resources allow. It takes me about
a week to make the map and its overlays. If
you would like to sponsor a map in this
series, order a similar map of a particular
area, or need any other graphics processing
or web-design ($80/page), please contact
me.

Many thanks...Pete Chambers

Following breakfast, and temperatures
already in the mid-70's, we had our first and only - /P operation from the superbly
landscaped garden at our hotel. Perched on
sun loungers and soaking up the sun, best
DX was a pair of PYs in SA-024 and SA046.

Highlight was hearing Mark MODXR
operating as 8Q7ZZ — my No. 169 and
Simon's No. 117. The rest of the day was
very "ordinary" indeed!

GBR

Hi There, I wonder if you would be
interested in a booklet "Something In The
Air" I have written about "Rugby Radio
Station" or GBR as you may know it. My
booklet is a fond history of this remarkable
place, a place that many people know of
(drive along the MI near Rugby and you
can't miss the forest of 820 foot high masts)
but few know it's secrets. The booklet has
received much media interest in local papers
and the author has appeared on the TV show
"Heart Of The Country" talking about
Rugby's Radio masts.

Sunday 4th August

With days running out and more than 25
DXCC needed to reach the magic 200,
(continued on p.57)

A New Concept in Ham Maps

I welcome any comments or suggestions for
other maps.

People might be interested to see a new type
of Ham Map, now available for free on my
website. It will be of use to all amateurs,
whether HF or VHF based.

73s Tim E18IC
www.qsl.net/ei8ic/

The problem with ordinary web-based maps
is that there is either too little or too much
information on the screen. I have just
completed a map of Europe, the first in a
series of Overlay Maps, where YOU get to
choose the amount of information you have
on display.

New Propagation Software

A new propagation software product is
available. Joe Ahlgren, the author of
GeoClock . and Richard Buckner, and two
other programmers have spent the last 16
months developing ACE-HF, which uses
VOACAP as a computational engine but
adds some wonderful animated graphs to
express many variables, including required
power gain, signal-to-noise ratio and
reliability. You can see details at

The following overlays are available:
Country Outlines, CQ Zones, ITU Zones,
Time Zones, Grid Locators, Country
Names, Capital Cities, Prefixes, Flags.
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http://www.acehf.com .

issued by the Japanese Telecommunication
authority, and permits all modes including
satellite and one kilowatt output on normal
bands plus 500watts on 6m band. That will
be the first maximum legal power operation
from Ogasawara in Japanese amateur radio
history. They will operate two complete
stations with Yagi beams on self-supporting
towers and dipoles and GP antennas for the
low bands.

Contesting Articles
Hello all
Our GM DX Group publishes a quarterly
newsletter entitled the 'GM DX Group
Digest', and I'm contributing a series of
articles on 'contesting'. The full series of
articles (15 to date) is on my web-site
www.qsl.net/gm3woj/contestl.htm (a
1 62kB text file) and includes such thrilling
topics as a review of current HF
transceivers, Linear amplifiers, a brief
history of SSB in amateur radio, working
pile-ups, etc, etc.

Simon's (RS177448) and my DXCC totals,
and Simon's IOTA score.

Sep 15th -18 th

Sep 27th-Oct 5 th
Oct 2nd-5 th
Oct 8th-16th
Oct 20th-Oct 23 rd
Oct 26th-29 th
Oct 26th-Nov 4 th
th
Nov 8th-1 1
Nov 14th-23"1
Nov 27th-30 th

Most Wanted Survey
The DX Magazine will be doing its annual
most wanted survey again, September 1October 15. the form is available at
http://www.dxpub.com . Complete results
will be published in the January/February
2003 issue of The DX Magazine. The top
100 for the world will be listed on the DX
Publishing's Web page at
http://www.dxpub.com/ in mid-January
2003.

Dec 4th-24 th
Dec 27th-Jan
th
Dec 31st-Jan 4
Jan 4th-31 5t

From CDXC Member Joe JA I LZR .

75 years Commemoration of JARL
from Ogasawara
DXpedition

JE1CKA,
JFIPJK,
JMIRFT,
JRIAIB
(Initial set up team)
JQ2EHG, JO ILVZ
JI2UNR
7K3EOP, WA I S
Unknown
JA I WSX, JS I DLC
JAIMRM, JA 1 LZR
JOIRUR, JP1JFG
Unknown
JA I ELY
(Project
originator), JAIIDY
Unknown
JA7AYE
JA1WSX
Unknown

QSLs will be available for all QSOs via the
Bureau unless you request SAE with one
IRC to manager.
If you QSL directly please send the QSL
manager to:
JAIMRM
Saburo
Asano,
3-26-8
Toyotamakita, Nerima Tokyo 176-0012
Japan
18

Saturday 27th July
The day broke cool and cloudy and there
was a threat of rain in the afternoon. As a
result, plans for a /P operation from Caldey
Island had to be shelved — mainly as Clare
RS102891 was unhappy about spending the
afternoon in the open on an island in the
rain! There was an added difficulty in that
the island is closed to the public on Sundays
and the last boat back from the island on a
Saturday is at 1700 — so any /P operation
would have to be very short.

Here are the highlights of our third GW
operation:

Wednesday 24th July
Activity commenced at 1445z when Simon
had a brief listen on the bands. He logged a
few europeans. Activity started in earnest
once we returned to our hotel from our first
day in GW. The first station logged was a
new country for Simon — 9K2ZZ. Other new
ones followed — CU, YV, OD5 and PJ2. I
just added PJ2 and JT. After a long day of
travelling, we did not need much excuse to
find our beds at about 2200z.

QSL INFO

We arc pleased to announce that several
Japanese groups will operate 8N1OGA from
the Ogasawara islands, located about 1,000
kilometres south of Tokyo and reached only
by a boat taking 25 hours from Tokyo.
Activity will be between September 15th
and the end of January 2003. This is a
special station to commemorate 75 years
since Japan Amateur radio League (JARL)
was founded. The licence has been already

Back at the hotel, there was nothing new for
me, but my IOTA collection was started
with EU-147, SA-028, SA-046, EU-006,
EU-038 and NA-033. Simon heard 7 new
IOTAs and one new DXCC - LU.

Unfortunately, propagation during our 17
day stay in Pembrokeshire was extremely
poor with our logs for some /P operations
providing hardly any loggings of real
interest, let alone new DXCC entities.

The above schedule is subject to change, but
correct as of September 2, 2002.

Islands(JD1)

A trip to Broad Haven, on the coast west of
Haverfordwest, bought us both R 1 MVI.
Siom also added EZ and JW. By this time,
many island expeditions were on the air
preparing for the weekend's IOTA contest.
As a result, Simon logged six new IOTAs.
Later, he was pleased to log JA2BAY on
40m while waiting for a meal in a pub in
Saundersfoot!

The equipment, as in previous years, was
quite basic — a Sony ICF7600G receiver, its
whip antenna, the accompanying AN-71
Compact wire antenna and an 11 m long
wire. Operaton was to be from our hotel
bedroom and various /P locations. We
would try to find a suitable /P location for
the IOTA contest, but much would depend
on the weather — one idea would be to take
the boat to Caldey Island (EU-124) and
submit /P logs from there.

Detailed operating schedule is as follows:

73 Chris GM3WOJ/GM7V

Friday 26th July

After previous holidays, Simon had 80
DXCC while I had 148. In terms of IOTA,
Simon had 34 islands for IOTA. Until this
holiday, I had no interest in IOTA, but as
the IOTA contest would take place during
our stay in Tenby, I decided to take a degree
of interest in IOTA to achieve the IOTA.CC
from GW.

They will aggressively participate in coming
major DX contest such as WW Phone, WW
CW and JIDX Phone and will look
especially for Europe and the East Coast of
North America on low bands. To do that,
they will put up antennas which will be
firing out directly over the Pacific Ocean!

I hope you find these articles interesting,
especially if you are new to contesting.

to San Andres — 5KOZ. Simon's new ones
included EK8GM.

Simon and I decided that we would find a
high point in Tenby which we could use on
both days of the contest. We chose an
easterly-looking location on the headland in
Tenby that overlooks St Catherine's Island
(WAB: SNIO)
It did not rain, but Clare was cold!
However, we put in 41/4 hours /P operation,
with a few more hours back at the hotel.
Simon logged 151 stations, including 49
different IOTAs, while I logged 90 stations
in 45 IOTAs, and during our /P operation
we logged LUIZA (South Orkney Is.) on
21MHz, who was not in the contest.
Highlights were BV4YE/9, 9M6A, 9V1 YC,
DZ1BP and ZD9IR.

Thursday 25th July

•

Our first /P operation — from the idyllic
Amroth beach, about 5 miles north east of
Tenby. Conditions were poor. Simon only
added an HK on 20m. Best of a poor bumch
for me was JW/DKORZ. Back at the hotel
later, I heard 5 new DXCC entities — C6,
9Q, 5B4, YA and the German DXpedition

We continued the contest from our hotel.
Simon heard a further 60 stations, while I
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SWL NEWS
Bob

Treacher,

Apologies for several non-appearances
recently - blame GB50, holidays, new job,
etc. It actually seems that several of you
missed not seeing an SWL page!

BRS 32525
were very poor, especially during the day
when we could have taken advantage of the
quiet, remote beach locations which adorn
in Pembrokeshire. We took part in IOTA
this year - and I've actually started
collecting IOTA references (but only from
GW!). We were going to catch the boat to
Caldey Island but the weather on the
Saturday morning was not really designed
for sitting on exposed high ground, and the
last boat back was 1700 local. So, we opted
for exposed high ground in Tenby instead!
We each put in about 8 hours logging.

Simon and I attended this year's AGM and
Summer Social. Once again we were the
only SWLs there. You really are missing a
great afternoon out. AGMs may not be
everyone's cup of tea, but the CDXC variety
are quite short and painless, leaving plenty
of time to eat, drink and socialise. Apart
from winning a ZD7/ZD8K video and a
logbook in the raffle, Simon and I were able
to rub shoulders with some of the UK's top
DXers and rising stars. The list is too long
to mention, but we discussed DXing with,
amongst others G3NKC, G3NUG, G3PMR,
G3RFX, G3SXW, G3XTT, G4JVG,
G4KIU, G4TSH, MODXR and 5B4WN.
Why not make an effort to attend next year?

Little had stirred the DXCC counter at the
home QTH, although 1 was very grateful for
KIB (21 MHz), 70/OH2YY (18 and
28MHz), TN3W (24MHz), CY9DH
(24MHz) and FP/NA I CW (50MHz).

Colin Cadby RS96462 provided an update
of his DXing highlights since he last wrote.
He now has his "missing" PWOS card taking him to 289 confirmed. DXCC
additions were VP6DI, P5/4L4FN, VP8 Sth
Shetlands) and PWOT. He now stands on
297 heard. He still awaits cards from 70,
KH3, KH7 and YA. He missed VL9ML
(Mellish) and hoped to catch up with the
KH1, KH9, ZK1 (North Cook) trips, plus
3DAOLJ, V73BL and LU I ZA (South
Orkney).

A great many D68C SWL reports received
through the bureau have now been
answered. The number of reports that I've
replied to is very quickly approaching the
1,000 mark. I have around 150 SWL
reports so far for GB50. Cards should have
been available from the printers at the end
of August, so 1 hope that by the time this
Digest appears I will have replied to some
of them. The same situation applies for
anyone who has applied for one of the
GB50 awards. Anyone needing details of
the awards can still visit www.gb50.com ,
either direct or via www.cvrs.org

Recent activity from Simon and I had been
from GW. Another holiday in Tenby meant
another chance to improve our DXCC
totals. Simon moved from 80 to 132, while
my count rose from 148 to 179. Conditions

and finally, a reminder that CQ
Worldwide is just around the corner please give some thought to entering the
CQWW Challenge (rules in my RadCom
column in October).

GW REVISITED
Bob Treacher BRS32525

This year's holiday was, like in 2000 and
2001, taken in Tenby, west Wales. Apart

from enjoying the beaches, the scenery, the

Other INFO

award. The cost of each award is £5, €10 or
$10. Please make cheques out to "GMDX
Group"- only £GB cheques are acceptable.
Further details and all applications to: Drew
Givens, GM3YOR, 3 Murray Place
Gourock, PA19 ITS, Scotland, U.K. or from
the GMDX Group web site.

Log search will be available as soon as the
operation starts. Please note there will be no
operation prior to September 15th.
73 Toshi, JAI ELY

Secondly, The Celtic Knot Award is
attained by working stations in lands
generally agreed to be those of the Celtic
peoples, namely Scotland GM, Northern
Ireland GI, Republic of Ireland El, Isle of
Man GD, Wales GW, Cornwall G, Brittany
F, Galicia and Asturias EA1 and, to
celebrate its Scottish heritage, Nova Scotia
VEI. The aim of the award is to work as
many Amateur Radio stations as possible in
the territories mentioned. This award is
available in several classes: The Celtic Knot
bronze award for working 100 different
stations in the Celtic Territories with a
minimum of 5 from each call area, the silver
award for working 200 different stations
with a minimum of 10 from each call area,
the gold award for working 300 different
stations with a minimum of 15 from each
call area and the Celtic Knot Honour Roll
for working 400 different stations with a
minimum of 20 from each call area.
Certificates will be awarded in each
category, the cost of each certificate being
£5, E10 or $10. In addition, for those
attaining the 300 award, a suitably engraved
plaque will be available for £35, E70 or $70.
Those achieving Honour Roll will be also
be eligible for an engraved Quaich (Scottish
Drinking Cup) which also costs £35, E70 or
US$70. Please make cheques out to
"GMDX Group" - only £GB cheques are
acceptable. This award scheme is for
working different stations in the call areas
and territories mentioned on any mode and a
mixture of any Amateur bands. In an effort
to create interest in this award there will be
an annual activity weekend, each held on
the third full weekend in April. This activity
weekend will be called "Celtic
Connections" and all Celtic stations are
encouraged to be active. The award scheme
itself will start with QSOs made from I

GMDX Group Award Programme

Mike GM3PPE, Secretary of the GMDX
Group, has sent me details of the Group's
Award Programmes. Mike says, "I would be
grateful if you could put some information
on these awards in the next edition of the
CDXC Digest, a publication which we
consider very much the sister publication to
our own GMDX Digest!"
As I had already summarised the rules for
my RadCom column, I hope Mike won't
mind if I take the easy way out and
republish that material here. For fuller
information, and other information about
GMDX Group and its activities, take a look
at their Website: www.gmdx.org.uk
Firstly, the Worked All Scottish Prefixes
Award is available to all radio amateurs and
shortwave listeners for confirmed/heard
contacts with amateur radio stations located
in Scotland. Each prefix may be worked on
CW, phone and digital modes on each band,
giving a possible of three per band. The
Basic award requires a total of 25 prefixes,
the Bronze award a total of 50 prefixes, the
Silver award a total of 75 prefixes and the
Gold award a total of 100 prefixes. Only
contacts after 1st January 2000 will count
for the award. Acceptable prefixes include:
GMO, 1, 2, etc; GSO, 1, 2, etc; MMO, 1, 2,
etc; MSO, I, 2, etc; 2M0, 1, 2, etc; GBO, 1,
2, etc for special event stations located in
Scotland (QSL card required for proof of
location) and GZO, I, 2, etc for contest
operations from Shetland Islands.
Ambiguous callsigns such as GM/F5NED
count as GMO and MM/W5ZE/P as MMO.
A list of log entries certified by two other
radio amateurs under the General
Certification Rule along with completed
claim sheets should be submitted for each

food and the beer, the idea was to boost
42
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January 2000. Requirements and further
information are available from the GMDX
Group web site. Those applying for awards
should send the application form available
on the GMDX website with the appropriate
fee to: Celtic Knot Award, Colin Brown
GMORLZ, 9 Newton Crescent, Rosyth, Fife
KY I I 2QW, Scotland, UK.

30m DXCC
DXCC is pleased to announce the addition
of the 30-Meter (10MHz) Single Band
DXCC award.
Applications for this award will be accepted
beginning October I, 2002. 30-Meter
DXCC certificates will be dated but not
numbered. 30-Meter credits will count
toward the DeSoto Cup competition ending
September 30, 2003.

They will also be included in the DXCC
Annual List totals for the period ending on
that date. A 30-Meter endorsement to 5
Band DXCC will also be available.
The 30-meter band was added to the
standard printout in January 2002. If you
received a copy of your record since then,
you already have a copy of your 30-meter
credits. If you do not know which credits
you have on 30 meters, you can contact
DXCC for a copy of your record. If you
have web access and can handle ADOBE
(pdf) files, contact DXCC at dxcc@arrl.org
for a copy of your record. If you do not have
web access, please send a note to DXCC
along with $2.00 (US and Canada), $4.00
(outside the US and Canada) for postage
and handling. For further information,
please contact DXCC at dxccda)arrl.org

For Sale
Create 318, 5 ele tribander (4/28, 4/21, 3/14) 23ft boom only used for about 12

months so in FB condition. All fittings are stainless steel and the antenna is rated at
2KW. £250 picture on www.gOtsm.com Contact Darren GOTSM
YAESU QUADRA SYSTEM AMPLIFIER (see Yaesu's spec's in the Digest)

As new, boxed, £2,895 (New price £3,900) MOAXP, Jorgen Faxholm
Tel: +44 (0)20 8748 4892
TH-6 tri-bander (Telex Hy-Gain)

Completely overhauled three years ago, fully greased and Denso-taped on reassembly, and fitted with all stainless steel hardware. Gained first-placed G in the
ARRL 10m contest (low power, mixed) 1999, 2000 and 2001. Original manual.
£325.00 ono (p&p extra)

Available (dismantled) late September.

Doug GOWMW (gOwmw@arrinet or 07971 265044 mobile)
IRCs — 55p each, from G3SWH, G3AB (ex-G4ZVJ) & G3XTT. G3SWH also has $ at
the usual rates.
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GENERAL TOPICS
K1 B Baker Island Expedition
Tnx YU1DX (yu0srj@eunet.yu)

Twelve radio-amateurs from seven different
countries and three continents have gathered
together, attracted by the same idea of being
the first in the long history of the world of
amateur radio to transmit their radio signals
into the ether from one of the most distant
points on our planet, the small uninhabited
Baker Island in the Central Pacific. Under
the seven different flags that fluttered in the
Pacific wind those seven lived and breathed
as one. It was not important from where
they came, who they are, which language
they speak....they trusted each other, they
were "all for one, one for all" and proved to
the nowadays divided world how little is
necessary to be boundlessly happy and
content. These twelve men were challenged
to take up the big adventure by their great
love for one of the noblest of hobbies and
that is, of course, Amateur Radio. Their
adventure was very dangerous and
strenuous. However, not only did they
succeed, they also made happy tens of
thousands of radio amateurs of over 200
countries from all continents who made
QSOs with that spot on our planet.
Operating on all amateur bands and all
modes, they made 95,127 QSOs and have
thus set a New World Record for a classic
Amateur Radio Expedition

full days. Half way to the destination we
made a short break at the port Funafuti, the
capital of the island state of Tuvalu (T2)
with a population of about 12,000.
Temperature in the shade was almost 50C°,
people live in small houses with yards
where their loved ones are buried and where
they have small concrete, metal or wooden
reservoirs of water because they have not a
single spring of drinking water in the
Tuvalu islands except what they get from
the clouds.
Three Bases
When on Baker island we set up three bases
under the tents: Serbian, Russian and
American. We installed a total of 9 radio
stations and 1 beacon for 50 MHz, along
with 10 antenna masts, 15 different
antennas, 8 computers, 3 power generators
(2 x 4.5kW and I x 5.5kW). Our operation
started on 27 April and in the first 30 hours
we made over 15,000 QSOs. We all have
great amateur radio experience but none of
us have experienced until then such
incredible pile-ups. Each of us endeavoured
to make a personal maximum and in that we
indeed succeeded. The proof that we have
shown the top operators' knowledge and
skill can be seen in the column "Guest
Book" at the website expeditions at the
intemet address: www.kragujevac.co.yu/kh I
The site has been visited so far by more than
70,000 radio amateurs from all over the
world and almost all of them expressed their
praise for what we did in this expedition.

The entire team gathered on 20th April 2002
at Los Angeles airport and from there flew
to the small town of Savusavu on the Fijian
island of Vanua Levu, where the vessel
"Princess II" with 8 members of the crew
waited for us. We loaded over one ton of
cargo consisting of the radio equipment,
antennas and our computers. And along
with it: food, water, power-generators,
fuel And our expectations, hopes and
anxieties... Over the rough and measureless
Pacific the voyage! took us almost seven

Every day was extremely tiring as the wind
of velocity 5-30 m/sec blows 24 hours a day
on the Baker island; daily temperature under
the tent is 40-50C". Millions of crabs,
especially at night, do not let you go to
sleep; they touch you and try to bite you to
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see if you are good to eat. Because you keep
grabbing them and throwing them away
your hands and shoulders very soon start to
hurt. But they are tireless and indestructible
and eat absolutely everything: our food
leftovers, paper and plastic plates and
glasses and even cigarettes together with
boxes... They climb on everything existing
around them. Simply, they are the most
curious and the hungriest animals on earth
from whom you can defend yourself only by
putting them in a cage with dense bars. The
crew of the moored vessel brought us food
and water twice a day. The main meals were
what the hard working crew caught by
fishing in the ocean. Each of us drank 5-8
litres of water. The greatest problem was the
constant and large waves that made it hard
for the crew to come ashore by small boat
and bring us food and fuel for our power
generators so that twice we did not get our
lunch and water. But, thanks to continuous
and unforgettable pile-ups, we have
managed to overcome all difficulties and
problems.

succession and the QSO rate on our laptop
screens seldom dropped below 350. On the
third day already the competition fever has
caught up with the Serbian, American and
Russian camps. We all work with two or
three stations and 6 of our stations at least
are constantly on the air on all amateur
radio bands and all modes. On the 8th day in
the afternoon we began to wonder whether
it would be possible for us to attain a New
World record of the number of QSOs by a
classic amateur radio expedition. At that
time we had around 74,500 QSOs, and the
American-French-Swiss hold the record
with the Clipperton DXpedition (FOOAAA)
who made 82,070 QSOs. We have but some
30 hours left and we all are very tired.
Numerous radio amateurs of the world call
us; many of them congratulate us for the
extraordinary work done until now. We
forget about fatigue and "add gas". All
troubles with passing American classes, the
boat and waves, antennas, crabs, repair of
one of the power generators are behind us...
and before finally putting all of the logs in
order it is clear to us that we have succeeded
in setting a new World record for the
number of QSOs.

An endless succession of QSOs
From hour to hour, from day to night, from
night to day, the QSOs followed in

XROX

—

San Felix DXpedition 2002
Franz Langner, DJ9ZB

Under the patronage of the Radio Club of
Chile (RCC) in September/October 1984
two radio amateurs (CE2GXY and
CE9DVN) activated the island of San Felix
of under the callsign CEOAA. Since then
there has been no activity from this rare
island. However, the island of San
Ambrosio (IOTA SA-013), about 20km
away, also counted for the same DXCC and
became the focus of several DX operations.
John, CEOZAM operated briefly as XROX
in 1990, 1991 and 1993, while Mike, KM9D
operated on CW from there as XROZY in
April 2000 as part of his sailing trip around
the Pacific. On the north coast of San
Ambrosio there are some cottages used by

local
fisherman
for
overnight
accommodation. In the Spring of 2001 a
group
consisting
of
Carlos/CE3AQI/NP41 W, Joe/KO4RR,
Randy/KOEU, Charlie/W6KK, Mike/N6MZ,
Marco/CE6TBN, Alejandro/CE6SAX,
Jari/OH1EB and Franz/DJ9ZB a group
planned to operate from there as CEOXT,
but had to abandon its plans at the last
moment because the boat, which had been
paid for, was prevented by the authorities
from taking us, for technical reasons.
We had to announce to the DX world that
the trip had been postponed but we
immediately began to put alternative plans
in place, including discussions with the
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IOTA CORNER
Roger Balister, G3KMA
NAl21 W5BOS/KL5
Lanny Phillips (w5bos©airmaiLnet)
An extremely difficult trip.
Three
commercial plane rides to Dillingham, Ak.
A float plane 60 miles out to the boat and a
2% hour trip to the island. What made it
hard was the amount of labour involved in
moving the equipment from one place to
another. Once we arrived in Dillingham we
loaded into a van. Picked up a generator,
gas, a tent, chair, and table. Antenna case
weighs 69 Ibs, another case 58 Ibs, another
46 Ibs, generator 100 Ibs, and a small bag 35
lbs. This does not include the tent, table, and
chair. We load all of this into a float plane
and fly out to a fresh water lake located
approximately 300 yards from the beach
where we carry everything to a small boat
and take out to the 40 footer. That required
2 trips. Once we get to Summit Island we
have to take everything up the beach at
about a 45 degree angle. At this point the
old man is pretty beat. We assemble the tent
and set camp, put the antenna up and, by the
way, I had a perfect shot at Europe and the
USA.

of calls but hear no one calling me. Change
freq to 14040 and start calling CQ maybe 56 times, no response. Make another CQ and
at 0936z NH7Y calls me (GREAT).
Right after that QSO JA7KQC calls with
599 off the back of the antenna. I call CQ
several more times with no results. Because
I'm tired I decide to lay down on the
sleeping bag and get some rest. Three hours
later I awake, start the generator and turn on
the rig. I started calling CQ and the receiver
went dead but it looked like the transmitter
was still working. I checked all the cables,
turned a few knobs but thought I smelled
something burning. I turned the rig off for a
few minutes then turned it back on, pushed
the mode switch to SSB and the rig made a
loud BANG and black smoke came out. The
rig went dead. I am very disappointed that I
could not give you guys a new island. Lying
there in the tent I was thinking maybe this
will be my last try, especially after the
disappointing trip to C6A Dog Rocks in
2000.

Confidence High

Well I'm back home and I feel much better.
Guess I'd better get the IOTA directory out
and look for someplace to go.

Its 0900z on the 9th. Turn the radio on
(Yaesu FT890). The band is pretty dead,
hear a couple Pacific stations. Someone
working a VEI on 14260, I make a couple

73, Lanny W5BOS

IOTA Honour Roll
The following is an extract from the 2002 IOTA Honour Roll, showing the top 20 participants,
plus all UK callsigns. Tnx G3ZAY and G3KMA.
5
6
7
8
8

Top 20, World
I
2
3
3

F9RM
lIZL
9A2AA
11SNW

998
989
986
986

39

W9DC
01461-1E
EA4MY
GM31TN
12YDX

981
980
979
978
978

DX Club... It's going to be an exciting road

ahead. Good DX to all 73 de Tim M3SDE

Member Profile, Peter G3VPS (g3vps@tinyworld.co.uk )
Who is to blame/thank?
Reading Bob GU4YOX's Member Profile
reminded me that I also still have the logs
showing my introduction to amateur radio.

try that route.
I must admit at the time my only knowledge
of radio was the on/off switch, volume
control and where to tune for the likes of
"Dick Barton Special Agent." Number three
is Alan G3MOJ, who I met at one of my
postings and where, during a quiet spell, I
decided to log everything I heard on one of
the station receivers. An R1475 I seem to
remember. That day back in October 1958,
it was Alan who identified the funny signals
on 7 Mc/s and explained amateur radio to
me. After which he consequently gave me a
great deal of help with equipment and words
of encouragement — "your CW's ropey
Lennard". From then on it's been an
upward, here again we have some dispute
over the wording,....well it's been an
upward or downward spiral in my life it's

The first station I ever heard was LA8KB.
The day in question 14th Oct 1958.1 logged
14 stations that day, all on 40m. They were
DL9LD, G3DRQ, G3HJG, G3LVB,
G3NAN, G3WS, LA5QC, LA8KB, OZ6NF,
SL5AX, UA3GC, UA3KF, UA3KQD and
W2EXM. Nearly 44 years later, which must
say something for the hobby, seven of those
stations are still shown as licensed on the
latest edition of the Ham Call CD.
Anyway I digress. If we think about it I
guess the majority of us can come up with a
list of people and or things which have had
a major influence on our lives. Are these the
ones to blame or thank???
In my case I would like to list those that I
feel should be thanked for my present
"position in life" - my wife and others might
say they are to be blamed for my present
condition. Although they have no medical
evidence to support their claims - you must
be b mad sitting up all night listening to
that Morse code stuff.

been great.

May I end by saying a big thank you to,
amongst many, our RAE Class instructor,
Alan G3PHGNK6PG. Never did
understand why he emigrated to VK6 so
soon after the completion of the course. To
all those people I have worked and or met
since getting my licence in September 1966.
Last but by no means least thanks to my
wife Vera for her patience and
understanding and here we have no
disagreement over words. I think it's a great
hobby. Even now after nearly 36 years there
are still things left in amateur radio, god
willing etc, that 1 can explore. SO DONT
DELAY GET YOUR TICKET TODAY

Mad or not?

Number one on my list is Her Majesty's
Government, who were responsible for the
introduction of National Service. I got my
call-up papers in March 1954. At the time
and since leaving school I had been working
on a small farm run by the local innkeeper.
Never would let me near those barrels of
pokey cider. Number two is the sergeant at
the Recruiting Office to which 1 had to
report, who persuaded me that with my lack
of the necessary educational qualifications
my hopes of getting into aircrew were none
too bright (or words to that effect).
Therefore he suggested that I should sign on
for 5 years, train as a wireless operator and
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relevant trades union in order to ensure that
there would be no problems with our
transport. A small team consisting of
CE3AQI, N6MZ and DJ9ZB was able to
undertake several conversations in the HQ
of the Chilean Armada in Valparaiso. We
received additional aid through Ricardo,
CEOYWS, the former governor of the
Osterinsel (Isla de Pascua/Rapa Nui). We
left for home feeling optimistic and by the
autumn of 2001 had the necessary
permission to travel to San Felix as well as
the calisign XROX allocated by the Ministry
of Telecommunications. The navy had also
promised us the use of a landing craft, class
LST-95, named "Chacabuco" for use in
March 2002. We were now ready for the
island ...

bridge is stuffed with the most modem
electronics. By means of the compasses and
GPS-systems the navigation system keeps
the ship on a very precise course, within a
few metres of that which had been planned
on the charts. In the morning we saw
dolphins glistening in the waves, as they
crossed our bow. In the first light of dawn
on 14 March we got our first sighting of San
Ambrosio. Rough and jagged from a
distance, a solitary rock hulk in the Pacific.
Shortly we could also see San Felix and
Gonzales and very soon we were at anchor
by the volcanic island of San Felix. The
rock face is almost perpendicular and entire
coastline is pitted with caves hammered out
by the surf. 2km to the west juts "Rocas
Cathedral" just out of the Pacific, part of the
cone of a sunken volcano which has been
eroded away by the ocean. Once
"Chacabuco" was safely at anchor, the work
began, with the helicopter taking provisions
ashore for the naval soldiers stationed on the
island. Once that was done, our own
material went ashore, both from the
container and also our personal possessions.
In the meantime a Zodiac had taken some of
the team members ashore. On San Felix
there is just a small landing place, and then
it is necessary to climb a stairway ascending
60m up the rock face to reach the island
plateau. It took two hours before our
equipment was ashore: antennas, generators,
kegs with diesel fuel, tents, two bicycles, a
little tractor with trailer which had provided
good service on Heard (VKOIR-1997), lots
of small containers and other. We held our
breath when one load came adrift and fell
into the Pacific. Divers were unable to
recover it. It had groceries and medicines
and we simply had to write it off.
Everything was brought by military tractor
and trailer to the military garrison. The
"Chacabuco" headed off to Easter Island.
The "Estacion Naval de la Armada de
Chile" on San Felix consists of 24 soldiers
who are there on tours of three months'
service. The buildings and facilities of the
garrison include a weather and radio station,
powered by a diesel generator.

Underway
Finally the time came and on 9 March
HB9AHL and I flew Lan Chile from
Frankfurt to Santiago/Chile. From there we
went by taxi to Valparaiso, the city at the
gate to the Pacific. Here we met up with our
colleagues Alan/K5AB, Doug/N6TQS,
Dick/K5AND, John/N7CQQ, Mike/N6MZ,
Carlos/NP41W/CE3AQI, Bob/KK6EK,
Joe/KO4RR,
Charl ie/W6KK
and
Max/I8NHJ as well as with
Ricardo/CEOYWS who unfortunately had to
drop out of the trip at the last moment due to
work commitments. We stayed one more
day in Vina del Mar, doing some
sightseeing and holding some meetings,
before heading off on Tuesday 12 March by
chartered bus to the navy base. Our
shipping-container had arrived several days
before from San Francisco and was already
secured by chains on the "Chacabuco".
Punctually around 10 o'clock local time we
weighed anchor and the "Chacabuco" left to
the sounds of "Lilli Marlene". We headed
out of the harbour on a NW-course past the
Desvenduradas Islands on our 1100km
voyage to San Felix, Gonzales and San
Ambrosio. We slept together with the crew
of about 40 on basic submariner-style cots
in the cargo space, surrounded by engine
noise and the smell of diesel fumes. The
"Chacabuco" made a steady 15 knots. The
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Welcome and set-up

marked in the lava rock so that we could
very quickly use a rope to change beam
heading. Logging was with Hewlett-Packard
notebook computers and K 1 EA's CTprogram. After an operator change, the
routine was to bicycle the 1.8km back to
HQ for a meal and water, then back to the
station tent. This became the daily routine.
We slept in the tents or in the open air,
where on a clear night one got a great view
of the Southern Cross. At night
temperatures were around 20°C, sometimes
with anything from a breeze to a strong
wind, and occasionally with rain. The island
is of volcanic origin, with scrub consisting
of some bushes and a few cacti. We also
found, at the summit of the island, a rare
plant last reported on the island in 1937. It
is a type of green carrot, KK6EK took some
specimens back to the University of
Berkeley in California. We were also
surprised to find very few species of birds
on the islands. However, there were millions
of flies which covered us like a blanket. Our
operation lasted 9 days in all, with the last
QSO on 26 March at 1015 local, with
W8WFN. Altogether we had 68,910 QSOs
in the log. After that we had to quickly
dismantle everything and transport it back
to the shore ready for the return of the
"Chacabuco". Once again it took several
hours for the helicopter to take everything
back to the ship, and stow it in the
container. We were able to leave a few
things for the military personnel, for
example the mountain bikes which would be
very useful for getting around the rough
terrain of the island. The sun was already
below the horizon when we took leave of
the crew on San Felix. Maybe one of the
marines will eventually get a CE licence and
become QRC from CEOX. That would
please us very much. In darkness the
"Chacabuco" weighed anchor and left the
island for its home port of Valparaiso which
we reached on 28 March at 1600 local time.

There is a paved runway some 2000m in
length and 70m wide. Practice flights come
in and out every two to three months. After
a warm welcome by the base commander
we were allowed to set up within the base
area, and used one of the barrack rooms. It
was late afternoon by the time we began
unpacking. We were also able to construct a
storage box for some of our groceries,
which could also serve as an operating
table. The following morning at dawn we
immediately began constructing the tents,
antennas and stations. The material was
brought to the three chosen operating
locations by tractor. The two bicycles were
also useful for quickly moving between
locations. Three four-man teams constructed
the tents at the CW, SSB and RTTYlocations in temperatures of around 35°C.
Then the Yagi antennas were unpacked,
built up and mounted on 7m push-up masts.
For the SSB- and CW locations, we had a
Cushcraft A3S (20-10m) at each as well as
an A3WS (17& 12m) and at the RTTY
location an A3S beam, 10m monobander
and a 6-element 50 MHz beam. The Battle
Creek Special was erected, dipoles put up
for 40 and 80m, and also a Butternut
vertical. This work took all day and all the
following day, before all three locations
were ready to go.
The 1C-756 Pro II provided by Icom USA,
and the Acorn amplifier from
DIFONA/Offenbach functioned perfectly
throughout — what more proof of quality can
you ask for? On 16 March around 1500
local time (I 900UTC), all stations were
"ready to go" and the first QSO as XROX
took with Ricardo, CEOYWS in Vina del
Mar, followed by a QSP with his father (age
90), CE2DAS. At the SSB-location, we had
a station on 28MHz, with a second working
on the WARC bands where the CQ Zone
was in particular demand. The never-ending
pile-ups required operating shifts of 8-10
hours. 10, 12 and 17m provided excellent
propagation to all parts of the world, with
17m open almost all night. The main beam
headings, for example to Europe, were

Thanks are due to the German DX
Foundation (GDXF), the Swiss DX
Foundation (SDXF), the Chiltern DX Club
(CDXC), the Clipperton DX Club (CDXC),
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is a dusty corrugated track. Just driving
around bends gives you the feeling you are
driving on black ice like our winter roads.
Here locals wait for a bus to take them to
the town about 50km away to buy or sell
food, sometimes they can wait for a day or
two days before a bus may arrive. This
gives you a feel of the environment that we
are driving in. On one bus stop a young man
was waiting, sitting next to his father who
was lying dead next to him. He explained to
me that they had not enough water with
them to survive. In direct sunlight the
temperature was a staggering 50°C+ in the
heat of the midday sun. So you see, without
HF radio communications and a few gallons
of iced water containers, had we broken
down our lives could be at risk. Every two
hours we radioed through to base 1 and base
2 to let them know of our location and
estimated time of arrival at Kanyemba, a
small resort on the banks of the Zambezi
River. About 7 hours later arriving we took
in an amazing, awesome sight.

pot in the village, but thank god we were
just sent back across the river by security.
We did however manage to sneak across as
illegal aliens back to the Zambia side for a
few drinks at a bar overlooking the Zambezi
a few hours later. When we arrived back in
Harare the next week we heard that a team
of nine local men on a fishing expedition to
the Zambezi travelling in 4WD vehicles had
an accident with one of 4WD's overturning
into a gulley and killing 3 of the passengers.
The following year I travelled 800km south
west of Harare to Vilanculos on the East
coast of Mozambique, again with HF radios
in the trucks for security and back up. The
nearest telephone from our shack was
300km north in Beira. We managed to get
cheap accommodation by setting up a radio
e-mail system for the staff so they could
contact family and friends. Here of course
this would be very illegal, but in Southern
Africa where they have no telephone
systems and the Internet is just a pipe dream
you have to adapt to the tools that you have.
A friend of mine called Braam in South
Africa had a company called "Bush Mail" It
is a Internet service provider, using a

The ZAMBEZI. Although radio equipment
was essential, had I had an Amateur Licence
at the time I think this could or may have
helped me out in a difficult situation. My
friend and I wanted to explore the opposite
banks and visit Luangua on the Zambia side
of the river. We had already had to bribe a
couple of immigration officers at border
control but they were still not happy that we
wanted to enter their country. The Chief of
the Luangua district had already been
notified of our presence in the town and he
had summonsed us both to his office. He
wanted to know why we had radios with us.
I tried to explain that it was for our truck to
report back to base if we broke down. Not
happy with our explanation he tried to tell
us of his fears, he thought that the signals
from our radio might go up into the air
above the village and collide with other
signals causing a catastrophic explosion.
Trying desperately to fight back the laughter
inside me, I tried without success to explain
how radio signals travel through the
Ionosphere. At this point I really did feel as
though he was going to send us to a cooking

computer, modem and an HF radio. We
were able to erect a wire antenna for 10MHz
and send e-mails via the Bush Mail ISP,
then Braam with his Land Rover under a

tree in the Bush in Pretoria receives the
signal then transmits the e-mail via the
normal telephone line. Our first test was to
my boss at Royal Mail in Kenilworth,
England, Incredible!! It worked. On a
serious note this country had been through
17 years of civil war and my visit to the
local village market to buy some beer was
another experience I shall never forget. It
was a bit intimidating at first, a group of
children surrounded our truck, all wanting
to show us their family's market stall. One
little boy said to me "Please sir can I have
some money for a pair of shoes, my mummy
has no money". Another boy hobbled over
on a crutch, a limb lost through walking
over a land mine.
Now I look forward to a new adventure, the
World of Amateur Radio with the Chiltern
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For a larger number of guys the rule
operates pro rata!
If you have a crank-up mast, expect to
crank it up and down not less than 50
times to rectify faults such as 9) below.
If you put one of the elements on the
wrong way round, don't expect to notice
until it is cranked up to 40 feet.
If you arrange your rotator to be at the
centre of a parasitic beam expect it to
pump RF into the mains house wiring
via the rotator cable. There will be no
need to use the switch to turn your lights
on. They will do so every time you go
on 20 metres.
Seal all your electrical joints with
silicone sealant. Buy a big tube, you will
only find errors after you have sealed
the offending component.
Do remember to seal the antenna
connection, ideally before you have
wound the antenna up to full height.
Buy a lot of cable ties. The ground

•

•

•

around will be carpeted with cut-off ties
where cables have had to be resited due
to RF problems.
14)If you find you have to open up
holes in the mast-to-boom plate to
accommodate an oversize boom, it will
be possible, nay inevitable to assemble
same at an angle of something other
than 90 degrees.
When you stand back to admire your
work you will find one of the flimsy
butterfly wires has broken - get it all
down again and make up 8 new wires
from decent thick flex.
Put the old HQ! minibeam back (No,
I'm kidding!).

the Northern California DX Foundation
(NCDXF), the International DX Association
(INDEXA), the GM-DX-Group, the
European DX Foundation (EUDXF), the
LYNX-DX group as well as the firm
DIFONA/Offenbach and ICOM-America /
Germany for their financial and technical
support. Also I would like to thank DK9IP,
DL I XX, DL6GV and LZ I JK as well as the
many thousands of DXers who followed our
expedition and were able to put a rare
country and zone in the log. Especial thanks

go to the Chilean Armada in Valparaiso,
who made it possible for us to travel to San
Felix. We were very disturbed to hear that
on 28 June 2002 a navy helicopter with two
passengers and the pilot, crashed on the
island. The pilot was Esteban San Miguel
who had successfully transported our
equipment to San Felix.
If you want to know more about our
operation, look in the Web page for details
of the CD-ROM and book about the
expedition: www. cordell. org/SFX

MQOFAL 2QOARE GOLDEN JUBILEE 2002
Colin Fallaize, MUOFAL, 2UOARE (colin@lorbertfreeserve.co.uk )

Member Profile

—

Tim, M3SDE

(tim@groundwave.freeserve.co.uk )

Hello CDXC Digest Readers, Through your
pages I would like to thank Don, G3XTT
and the committee for the AGM / social on
20th July, as a new member to CDXC I was
welcomed to the event and found everyone
very enthusiastic and was really impressed
with the work done by your team. I am a
newcomer to Amateur Radio this year and
although I have been interested in the radio
scene for many years have never found my
way into the hobby. I put this down mainly
to the archaic attitudes of some of the
figures within the hobby. However times
have changed and so have the attitudes and
the way forward is set. I can understand
people's reluctance to accept the Foundation
Licence and as one of those M3 licence
holders, I would like to put something back
into the hobby, that something that already I
feel I have received by my introduction to
this great hobby.

I read Don's Editorial in the July Digest and
saw his request for members' radio tales,
although I wasn't a Ham, back in 1998 here
is my radio-related story....
My interest in radio over the years has
evolved around my travel and expedition
interests to some extent. Travelling in
Africa can be very dangerous as telephone
communication, never mind e-mail, just
does / did not exist and HF radio was the
best means of communicating with friends
to let them know that I was safe or in need
of immediate rescue; thank goodness the
latter was not required. One such journey
took me north from Harare Zimbabwe to the
Zambezi River. Driving in a 30 year old
Land Rover in temperatures of 43°C is not
the ideal way to travel, but wow what an
experience. We drove through 160km of
bush, past small villages whose inhabitants
amount to just a few dozen people. The road
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The opportunity to celebrate the Golden
Jubilee with a unique prefix was an
interesting prospect. After some
consideration I decided to spend the first
half of June as MQOFAL and the second
half as 2Q0ARE, my intermediate licence,
primarily to celebrate the Jubilee but also
dropping the U in my prefix was sure to
make for some interesting observations
show up.

livened up once I had passed the full
information "QTH is Guernsey QSL via
MUOFAL".
European Interest

European stations showed a great deal of
interest in the Jubilee celebrations and it
was very nice that many operators remarked
that they had seen the London celebrations
on their TV stations. 30m and 40m provided
some nice openings to 5 continents although
I was disappointed not to work any
Oceania, but that is probably down to me
not being the early morning type! June 15th
and after some really bad days even 40m
was poor intra-UK because of solar activity.
I was not yet at 500 QSOs, just a few to go
on the 16 1°, so I opted for 40m phone and
after a few general ragchew type QSOs
announced that I would close the log at 500
QSOs. Suddenly things went mad! At QSO
500 I closed down and had a quick pit stop,
.made a coffee and tidied up around the rig.

There were several reasons for using the
two different callsigns and a low QSO target
of 500 QSOs per callsign was set. Priority
bands were 40 and 30m with the hope that
15m and 10m would provide some openings
even with the seasonal low propagation and
high solar activity.
40m phone would be used in daytime to
allow UK stations the opportunity to
participate in the Jubilee celebrations and at
night 30m CW would get priority. 10 and 15
would be checked from time to time during
the day and 40 CW when 30m was poor or
activity was low.

2QOARE QRV

Next 2QOARE was QRV after reducing the
rig power to ensure that my TX was well
within the Intermediate power level. 40m
phone was going OK but I was very
surprised at the number of G stations who
had no idea what a 2 prefix was !

The first few days of June started well and I
logged 100 QSOs on 40m CW in the Jubilee
contest after which things slowed down a
little . Activity and QSOs on 30m and 40m
was good but other bands failed to generate
pile-ups, mainly due to poor band
conditions . I also noticed that things

30m and 40m became the main bands of
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activity and good old 30m CW was great
with QSOs into Eu, NA and SA and also the
Middle East and Near Asia UN7 UA9 etc.
This reminded me of my 3-watt Novice days
and how much I enjoyed the activity that
can be generated with low power and a
simple antenna on 30m. Forays to 15m and
10m proved less productive; mother nature
and "ol' sol" just didn't want me to generate
pileups on HF! 40m was a different story
though; lots of nice pile-ups and plenty of
European activity. The only problems that I
encountered were the tuners who were
simply generating carriers to cause
annoyance. I reverted to plan B for them by
always transmitting on a frequency that was
not exactly on a 10. This way I could
narrow the filter to 250Hz and get rid of
most of the noise, and then hang on to the
guy who was a 599 signal and tell him my
life story and ask for his! On 40m phone at
times it was very difficult to generate
activity. June 30th and 1 reached the 1000th
QSO. .Allowing for dupe QSOs and the
guys -16HO stated that they did not need a
QSL card I decided to continue to 1020
QSOs and then closed the log and station
down.

Some of the highlights of the month were:
•

Working so many M3 stations on 40m;
these guys were sometimes working
their 1st contact outside of the UK
mainland.

•

USA stations being so keen to work
Jubilee prefixes.

•

And the great Patriotism of the UK
Stations.

•

Working GOVET and repeating his
suffix V E T at which time my pet cat
Pickle did a runner, (VET is the short
for Veterinary here in the British Isles )

QSO Breakdown

18.1/21MHz at the front. They can be
optimised separately to a great extent.
The way you do the optimisation is to enter
the new dimensions but to use EZNEC to
determine the sensitivity to change so that
when you trim an element you should have
a good idea where you might end up. 1
didn't use full taper correction but I did
make sure that the element diameters in
EZNEC were very close to the actual
`average' diameter. I avoided moving the
element positions on the boom only
trimming the length of elements.

The dimensions I ended up with for constant
diameter were as below. You can't just copy
these of course but for the interested they
will get you started.

So what was the end of this week of
cranking the tower up and over?

Breakdown of UK and British Isles Stations
worked during in the Jubilee celebrations.

EZNEC said:-

G

I 8.1MHz - 5.7dbi sidelobe 13dbi, SWR 1.3:1

M

2I MHz - 7.5dbi sidelobe >20dbi, SWR 1.3:1

219
108
M3 44
GQ 37
MQ 13
2Q 2
2 1

And I don't seem to have lost much
performance compared with the TH5,
HyGain quote 14MHz — 7.8dBi, 21MHz —
8dBi and 28MHz — 9dBi with front to back
in the 20dB region. Gain comparisons; well
I am not going to enter that discussion, but
according to EZNEC a dipole would have a
gain broadside of 2.16dBi in free space

14MHz - 7.2dbi sidelobe 20db, SWR 1.5:1

In practice that seems to be about what 1 see
on the air. The SWR is very flat 1.1-1.3
around the lower parts of the bands. I
suppose one could have done a bit better on
I 8MHz but this seems acceptable to me.

I actually felt a little sad that the event was
now over and then I remembered the
patriotism that some of the British Guys that
I had worked had in their voices

IRCs

In the light of Phil. HSO/G4JMB's comments in the letter pages, I thought it might be worth
passing on my own recent experience exchanging IRCs at my local Post Office. I had a number
of incorrectly stamped and unstamped 1Rcs which had accumulated over time, both old and new
format. My local postmaster was happy to exchange the incorrectly stamped ones without
further comment. As far as he was concerned, it was hardly any fault of mine if the issuing
office had stamped them in the wrong place, and clearly the intention had been to validate them.
He had more of a concern over the unstamped ones, on the basis that they may have been stolen
— there was nothing to suggest they had been sold legitimately. However, a phone call to "Head
Office" elicited the reply that he should exchange them for me as normal, and that (which was
always his concern, of course) he would be reimbursed as usual in due course.
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A PROTRACTED ERECTION

All QSL cards have been sent via the buro
and I ask that replies are via MUOFAL

Don Field, G3XTT

Ele length M

On the other hand if you don't have a
antenna graveyard in your garden yet then
the F 12 DXer looks very acceptable too.
Rather better in fact, but then it should, it's
got 9 elements on a 24' boom.

Total 434 (this includes all GD GI GW etc
and duplicate QSOs of which there were
about 10)

The End

Position M

(Being some helpful hints arising from a week-long installation of an HF5B
Butternut Butterfly Beam)
(from John C3IZM, who wrote this two
years ago for the "Q5" magazine of the
North Bristol ARC after acquiring a secondhand antenna. John notes that it is now two
years, 206 entities and 269 islands since
installing the HF5B, so it was all
worthwhile, and the antenna performs
excellently!)
•
•

•

•

•

If your antenna comes with a 40+ page
instruction book - expect problems!
If it claims to cover all HF bands in the
space of a pocket handkerchief likewise
expect problems!
If they claim that tuning it at ground
level on one frequency will cause it to
resonate at another specified frequency
when erected - don't believe it!

•

•
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It is easier to set up a new antenna from
scratch than it is to dismantle, clean and
reassemble a second-hand antenna that
arrives in only three pieces.
If (no, when) one of your mast guys
finds itself on the wrong side of your
house, you can always get it back over
the roof with a length of nylon line
attached to a drilled-through golf ball
hurled over the roof.
When the said golf ball and line ends up
inextricably wound round your TV
aerial, it can be recovered by setting fire
to the nylon line.
If you have 3 guy lines they can become
entwined in at least 3 to the power 3
different combinations i.e. more than 27.

Yes that's right the tips of one of the driven
element s had rotted off ( some would say
more likely to have melted off but I don't
think even an Alpha would manage that).

14MHz - 6.5dbi, 18MHz - 6.5dbi, 2 IMHz7dbi with sidelobes 15-20 dB down (free
space figures). This basically looked like a
20 reflector/driven/director combination
stacked behind a 17m driver, close spaced
15m element and a 15m director, i.e. with 2
feed points I4MHz and 18.1/21 MHz.

Now I had been thinking that it was time for
an antenna change but for the life of me I
couldn't decide. Was it to be a replacement
20-15-10 tribander? How about a log
periodic or what about one of those FI2
designs? You know how these things go
through your mind. I know what 10/12 will
be like as the spotty sun clears its
complexion — dead! So it seemed that
covering 20-17-15 might be a better bet than
20-15-10.

At this point one has to get back to reality
and ask yourself what can be salvaged from
the scrapheap. I could splice two pieces of
2" tube I had to make a 7.2M boom (note
the mixed units which are essential for
dealing with Al tubing despite the best
endeavours of the Weights and Measures
police). The HyGain mast to boom fitting
and boom splice was fine as were most of
the inner parts of the elements. Buying, or
better begging, scrap HyGain antennas is
worth it for the fittings alone which seem to
be very robust. Cutting up the bits of
telescoping CB antennas and riveting them
together made enough tube to replace the
trap sections and some of the tips were
useable too. Taken with a couple of
elements from the 15 mono I had enough for
6 elements.

So get the tower down and the TH5 off and
dismantled and what with odd lengths of Al
scaffold pole, bits of delta loops, the old 6m
Yagi , scrap from 4 CB base antennas and a
4 el mono for 15 the orchard was beginning
to look more like an antenna graveyard than
a peaceful haven of green and tranquillity.
I had always made my own antennas until I
started DXing seriously and as I only need
VU4 and there doesn't seem to be much
hope of that one, DXing activity has
dropped off somewhat of late.

Right - now load all the dimensions into
EZNEC and re-optimise. Still not ready to
build any antennas.

Did you see that article in QEX by
ON4ANT (Mar/Apr 2000) on his home
brew multiband Yagi? Interesting I thought,
but a bit big for me — it has a 50' boom! But
how about if I chopped off 12 and 10m from
the 40' cut down version Johan also
suggested, and no traps either!.

At this stage EZNEC said, I4MHz — 6dbi,
18MHz — 5.7dbi, 21MHz — 7dbi, some of
the sidelobe figures didn't look up to much.
It also suggested that the load impedances
could be brought to sensible figures with
some judicious playing. Time to start
building something which might radiate.

I suppose it is at this point that what you
don't do is grab the hacksaw and try to hash
some design together like we used to do in
the olden days. No - the first thing you do is
fire up EZNEC. Load in some of the
dimensions from that article and have a play
with a 6/7 element design covering 20-17I 5.

It is at this point that the combination of
EZNEC and actual measurements becomes
so powerful. Of course the measurements
you can make on an actual antenna are
limited to sidelobe levels and SWR. But at
least you can correct for the height in
EZNEC and thus get some idea as to what
those results should be. What it showed in
my case was that 21MHz was pretty good
towards 20db down) 18.1 was so — so and
14 could be better. With this type of antenna
you can effectively think of it as being in
two parts, 14MHz at the back and

After a while (measured in hours) I came up
with a basic design which covered the three
bands with reasonable gain and directivity
and having realistic driving impedances.
This was a 6 element, no traps tribander for
20-17-15. With a performance roughly like,
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TRINDADE

By Bill Smith, W9VA, PYOZFO

Trindade is located in the South Atlantic
Ocean, about 700 miles (1100 km) north
east of Rio de Janeiro at 20'30" South,
29'49" West. It was discovered by the
Portuguese navigator Joao de Nova in 1501.
After a few short periods of occupation by
the Portuguese and British, in 1882 it
became part of Brazil, and since 1957
Trindade has been administrated and
controlled by the Brazilian Navy. Currently
it is the home for the Trindade
Oceanographic Station, manned on a
rotating basis by about 35 Brazilian navy
personnel. The archipelago, which consists
of Trindade and nearby Martin Vaz islands,
is of volcanic origin, rising from the ocean
floor about 3 million years ago, with the
highest point being about 2,000 feet (620
m). It enjoys a tropical climate, monthly
temperatures ranging from an average high
of 86F (30C) in February to an average low
of 63F (17C) in August. Annual mean
temperature is 77F (25C). It is the home of
the caranguejo land crab and is the main
nesting area for the green sea turtle.
Because of this, ecological preservation is a
high priority. Trindade also includes a
meteorological station and has a marine
band radio station for communications with
the mainland.

in landing. The island is protected by coral
reefs, there is no dock and no safe landing
area. In the past, attempts to land have
involved a sort of raft on pulleys. After
approaching the island by zodiac, people
and radios are placed in the raft and hauled
to shore. The raft can and has overturned in
the surf, resulting in injured people and lost
radios. For many years now the only
accepted way to get from boat to island is
by helicopter, and this is how the Navy gets
people and things back and forth. Usually
the Navy ship makes a run to Trindade
every two to four months, but it stays only
long enough to unload supplies needed on
the island, pick up empty containers, and
other routine maintenance. This requires
only a day or two, and amateur radio
passengers are sometimes allowed — space
permitting - which explains the not
infrequent but very short DXpeditions to
Trindade.
What if we could persuade the Navy, on one
of its routine trips, to stay longer, say ten
days or two weeks? Well, that is exactly
what happened, allowing the PW0T team to
arrive on the island on February 18 and
depart on March 4. It may have helped that
there were two other groups that wanted to
visit Trindade — one from the TAMAR
Project, a group focused on studying and
protecting the sea turtles, not only on
Trindade but all along the Brazilian coast,
and a second group from the Gazeta
organisation in Vitoria, which sent a team of
journalists and a video photographer to put
together an article on the Navy and
Trindade. Gazeta includes a newspaper,
radio and television stations, and other
interests.

Trindade ranks #26 overall in "The DX
Magazine" 2001 "Most Wanted" survey.
This overall ranking masks that Trindade is
particularly rare for certain modes and
areas, being #13 Most Wanted World Wide
on RTTY, and being in the top 10 Most
Wanted on RTTY in Asia. Looking at
Trindade on the map you might wonder
what the problem is. Why not just rent a
boat and go there? Of course it is not quite
that simple, which helps to explain the
rarity. As mentioned above, Trindade is
administered by the Brazilian Navy. Navy
permission to visit the island is required but
not particularly difficult to obtain. Almost
every year a Brazilian ham or small group
obtains this permission. The real problem is

Jumping back a bit to February 2001, four
Brazilian hams set off for St Peter and St
Paul Rocks, a journey that would be marked
by horrible weather, extremely difficult
landing conditions, and some equipment
problems. Nevertheless they persevered,
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and the PWOS team delivered over 7,000
QSOs under extremely difficult conditions.
By the time they were back to the mainland
they were already thinking about the next
adventure — Trindade. These four, Jim
PY7XC, Elisio PT7BZ, Ciro PY7ZY, and
Andre PYOFF, would be the nucleus for the
Trindade team. Elisio and Andre came up
to the 2001 Dayton Hamvention to present
the PWOS story at the DX Forum. Later
that day, Elisio and Andre, along with Steve
KU9C - the PWOS QSL Manager, Dennis
K7BV, Oms PY5EG - the head of Brazil's
Araucaria DX Group, and myself, met to
create a plan for a major operation from
Trindade. The key element would be to
obtain the co-operation of the Brazilian
Navy, and Oms was in a position to make
that happen.

LST built in 1970 and used in the 1991
Persian Gulf conflict, then acquired by
Brazil in 1994. This is a big ship, with a
length of 550 feet (171 m) and displacement
of 8,450 tons.
In addition to the four PWOS operators —
Jim, Elisio, Ciro, and Andre — Fred PY7ZZ,
and Peter PY5CC immediately joined the
operating team, joined shortly thereafter by
Herminio PY5HSD, Bill W9VA, Dick
N6FF, and Rolf PY IRO, a three time
Trindade veteran. Dennis K7BV, who had
been disappointed about having to miss the
PWOS adventure, was again disappointed as
the sale of his business prevented also his
going to Trindade. Although tied down in
the United States, Dennis served as PWOT
webmaster, and performed the extremely
valuable service of keeping the DX
community advised of our progress —
before, during, and after the DXpedition.

We left Dayton with the plan that Oms
would handle obtaining the necessary
approvals and co-operation from the Navy.
After months of delicate negotiations by
Oms and one of his associates, Cleofas
Uchoa — a former high ranking navy officer,
a written response was received from the
Navy in November — good news and bad
news. The good news was — Yes! We will
authorise the operation and arrange
transportation for a ten-day stay on the
island — The bad news was the cost of doing
so would be in the area of $65,000 — much
more than we could even consider paying.
Although disappointed, we continued to
negotiate with the Navy and hope that
something good would happen. It did! In
January the Navy informed us that
circumstances had changed and our
payment could be significantly reduced —
what probably happened is that the two
groups mentioned above signed on so that
the Navy's cost could be spread over a
greater number of passengers. In any event
the reimbursement to the Navy was now
down to a manageable number. The Navy
gave us a departure date from Rio de Janeiro
of February 15 — leaving very little time to
recruit operators and acquire the necessary
equipment. The navy ship would be the
"Mattoso Maia," originally a U. S. Navy

There was, of course, a frenzy of activity in
the less than four weeks between the
decision to go and the departure from Rio.
Team leader Andre PYOFF was particularly
busy putting together the list of needed
material and keeping track of who was
bringing what. We were delighted when
ICOM agreed to loan three IC756 Pro II
transceivers, and other rigs, amplifiers and
antennas were collected from many sources
within Brazil. Heil Sound donated headsets,
the Brazilian antenna manufacturer Electil
donated antennas, and many others
contributed in various ways to get
everything in place for a February 15
departure. Although not able to go himself,
the one most responsible for making PWOT
happen, Atilano Oms PY5EG, travelled
from his home in Curitiba to Rio to join the
operators for a wonderful dinner party the
night before our departure. After lunch on
Friday the 15th we went to the Brazilian
Navy Base near Rio and boarded the
Mattoso Maia for the journey to the island.
The two and half days on the ship actually
passed quickly. The Navy crew was very
accommodating, and we had a chance to
meet the other two civilian groups that
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his conclusion he discusses the mechanisms
of refraction, absorption, atmospheric noise
generation (since noise can overwhelm a
weak signal even if propagation has
occurred), skewed paths, and ionospheric
ducting. Propagation prediction and ray
tracing programmes were key tools for his
work and he comments on the merits of a
number of the more commonly used
software packages and compares their
internal ionospheric models.

NM7M's basic conclusion is that long path
propagation can be demonstrated to occur
on 80 metres (from DXpedition results) but
there is no evidence for it on 160. His
theoretical analyses suggest that absorption
in the daylight areas and/or auroral zones
will always prevent long path propagation
top-band.
Other interesting points discussed include:

He also draws on 160/80 metre propagation
data from major DXpeditions - though
perhaps lets his enthusiasm for research go a
bit far when he comments that "The next
DXpedition (to ZL7) should be exclusively
for propagation studies on 160 metres...."!
Some of the key diagrams are those
showing results from VKOIR, where there
was a huge dead zone in the central USA
with no 160m QSOs made, and ZL7DK,
where there was a much smaller dead zone
and a clear division between stations in the
UK, France, Belgium, Ireland, and Spain
who made 160m QSOs in the morning and
those in Germany, Denmark, and Italy who
made QSOs in the evening. Had long path
propagation been possible, NM7M
concludes that the dead zones would have
been even smaller, and in the case of
ZL7DK there would have been some "crossover" QSOs with G stations making
contacts in the evening and German stations
getting through in the morning - though
being based on actual QSOs rather than
SWL reports this conclusion ignores the
possibility that the ZL7 station might have
been heard under these cross-over
conditions with the stations affected being
weaker and unable to break through the
pile-up.

•

A theoretical analysis suggesting that
vertical antennas at low latitudes work
slightly better on NS paths than EW
(because of geomagnetic field effects)
and a (high) horizontal dipole running
NS would have a small advantage for
EW propagation.

•

Drifting patches of F-region ionisation
in the winter polar zone have been
shown
to
exist
from
satellite
observations.

•

The importance of different sunrise
times at different heights in the
ionosphere (as openings may start when
the F region is illuminated and end when
the D region sees the sun).

•

Increases in size of the auroral zone with
increasing A and K indices.

•

The significance of the ozone layer (and
variations in its height) when it shields
the D region from incoming UV and
delays the onset of absorption effects at
LF.

It is not clear whether this monograph is
available for purchase but I would
recommend it as an interesting read for any
serious student of LF and HF propagation
with a reasonable grounding in ionospheric
theory. It is not, however, suitable for the
novice.

A New from Old Tribander
Bob Whelan. G3PJT
It's August, no propagation, no DX, and I
am standing down in the garden
contemplating the venerable TH5 and

debating whether to lower the tower for a bit
of annual maintenance when I notice some
short lengths of aluminium on the ground.
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will result in a reduction in the importance
of the HF bands and an emphasis on LF
where weak signal reception is more a
function of factors outside the receiver
itself. On the other hand, I would have to be
a bit of a pessimist to look that far ahead.

There are also convenience improvements
such as the ability to operate the memory
keyer with an external circuit without
having to bring up the keyer screen.
So, I have to make a decision. OK, the new
rx is definitely better than the old one and
there are one or two other minor benefits
which I might find useful. I guess I'll have
to talk to my favourite distributor and see
how good a trade-in I can negotiate. Sorry,
folks, I can't be more helpful than that.
You'll have to make up your own minds. In
any case, don't worry too much. They're
both excellent rigs and a pleasure to use.

What about the so-called cosmetic changes?
The meter is certainly more appealing and
easier to read with different colours and
brighter lighting. The numeric characters on
the keypad are also larger and easier to see.
In fact, I'm not keen on this because the
figures indicating the bands are now deemphasised compared with those used for
frequency inputting etc, a facility which I
rarely use. The increase in sensitivity of the
built-in band scope is nice but hardly vital.
The greater choice of styles for the display
screen might also be an advantage but I'm
not unhappy with the old one and it isn't
something which I want to change every
week. Incidentally, why on earth would
anyone want to clutter up the display with
the so-called "cityscape" background?

Many thanks to Icon) (UK) and Mike,
G3SED, of Nevada Communications for
the loan of the Prot!. 1 would have liked to
keep it.
References
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Long Path Propagation Revisited in Year 2000 (A Study of New
Developments Since the Peak of Cycle 22)
reviewed by Martin Atherton G3ZAY (g3zay@btinternet.com )

This monograph from Bob Brown, NM7M,
is not a stand-alone text on long path
propagation but a collection of personal
thoughts about the issues of long path
propagation (which he defines as signals
which have travelled > 20,000kms, i.e. more
than halfway around the globe).

•

The booklet is written for the technical
reader and much of the content (though
written in a descriptive manner with few
mathematical equations) requires a
university degree in physics to comprehend.
Examples of particularly difficult areas
include discussions of geomagnetic field
effects on signal paths through the
ionosphere, and electron/ion dissociation
and recombination effects in the upper
atmosphere.

Long path will be familiar to CDXC
members as the route to VK via South
America on 14MHz every morning and is
also responsible for a number of other
reliable paths such as:
•

W6, FO and KH6 over Africa on
14MHz in the afternoon

•

JA over South America on 21MHz on
winter mornings

Occasional paths to KH6 and T32 over
Africa on 21/28MHz in the morning

NM7M's main interest is 1.8MHz and his
booklet is basically an exploration of
whether long path propagation can ever
work at such a low frequency. To arrive at
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would be on the island. On Sunday we
received permission for limited maritime
mobile operation, and quite a few contacts
were made with a very modest whip
antenna, confirming that propagation from
that area would generally be excellent.

Friday departure, a SSB station was
hurriedly set up for the contest, and a
second station was set up to operate
primarily CW during the contest period.
Before leaving, the Araucaria DX Group
dedicated a transceiver and tribander that
was being left on the island, as well as some
new equipment for the naval base kitchen.
Monday morning the area was cleared for
an early departure, and soon all the
equipment and operators were back on the
Mattoso Maia for the return to Rio. The
arrival in Rio on Thursday was followed by
a well-earned celebration dinner party. Oms
again joined the group as well as several of
the officers from the Mattoso Maia.

Monday morning we were excited about
landing, as Trindade slowly grew on the
horizon. The helicopters were ready to go
and we and our equipment were among the
first to land. The Navy graciously allowed
us to set up in the building used as the
Meteorology Station. The rigs were quickly
unpacked, and the antenna work began. The
first tribander went together smoothly, and
the first contact was made on 20 SSB at
2049Z. At the same time Peter, PY5CC,
was setting up the 6-meter station, featuring
the huge seven element Yagi, and shortly
thereafter was happily working Europeans
on the "Magic Band." The remaining
antennas went up on Tuesday, and three
stations were then on the air. In addition to
the three Electil tribanders, we had an
Electril WARC band Yagi and a two
element Cushcraft Yagi for 40 meters. The
QSO count was accelerating. By
Wednesday a separate tent had been
established for the 80/160 metre operation,
•and those bands were being activated every
evening by low band gurus Rolf PY I RO
and Dick N6FF. RTTY was also fully
operational at that point, and there would
also be PSK31, SSTV and Satellite before
the end of the operation. The final QSO
count was over 65,100, including 2,175
RTTY, 169 PSK3 I, 108 SSTV, and 3
Satellite. Particularly remarkable was
Peter's final 6 metre result of 1,918 contacts
in 88 countries over the 13-day period.

Of course we want to thank our sponsors
and supporters, particularly the Northern
California DX Foundation which provided
very significant support, ICOM America
which made three 1C765 PRO H's available
for the DXpedition, and our friends at the
Chiltern DX Club. There are many more
who contributed in various ways, and I urge
you to visit the PW0T web-site for a full
list of sponsors, as well as many more
details about the operation. Special thanks
to Steve Wheatley KU9C, who serves the
team as QSL manager, and Dennis
Motschenbacher K7BV, who did such a
professional job as webmaster. The team
also wants to recognise the Pilot Stations,
lead by Rod WC7N and assisted by Carl
N4AA, Duncan ZL3JT, and Toshi JA I ELY.
Thanks also to Andy G4VPM and Steve
N7TX, for creating and implementing the
on-line log feature, available at the
www.trindade2002.com website.
Note: The PW0T team continues to solicit
contributions, as expenses in bringing this
long awaited operation to fruition exceeded
donations by a very significant amount.
Please consider a donation when requesting
your QSL card. QSL via KU9C, Steve
Wheatley, P.O.Box 5953, Parsippany NJ
07054 USA

The original plan was to leave the island on
Friday, March 1; however a last minute
extension was obtained so that the group
could operate the ARRL SSB DX contest
that weekend. As much of the original setup had been taken down in anticipation of a
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Review Icom 756Pro II: the second generation
John Butcher, G3LAS
In actual fact, it's the third generation,
because the first 756 appeared without the
appellation of "Pro". However, that was
rather a different beast and it was the
756Pro which was the first Icom rig to rely
on DSP techniques for selectivity and band
pass shaping — although it did still have
crystal filters deep inside the works, and
indeed, it still does.

and excellent performance. I won't attempt
to describe it in detail here as there are
several other sources of this information.
Suffice it to say that it is a top of the range
100W transceiver covering 160m to 6m on
CW, SSB, AM, FSK and FM. It also has a
built-in RTTY decoder. Its exploitation of
DSP filtering techniques gives it exceptional
IF and AF passband control, in terms of
both shape and tunability.

Readers may remember the article I wrote
for the Digest in January 2001. This was a
comparison of the 756Pro with the Yaesu
FT1000 Mk.V. My intention was not to do
yet another detailed technical review packed
with measurement data and statistics, but to
give my opinions on the relative merits of
these two very good rigs, based on a period
of operation with them sitting side by side
on my operating table.

The only significant criticisms of the rig
were related to the detrimental effects of the
DSP when combined with distortion
products generated in the front end of the
receiver. Nevertheless, it must be said that
these distortion characteristics were never in
any way poor. In fact 1 heard many very
complimentary comments about the receiver
from knowledgeable operators. What was
apparent was a degree of spurious signal
generation under "difficult" conditions, e.g.
in pileups or in the presence of strong QRM.
The transmitter did not give rise to
significant criticism. I have often received
unsolicited good reports on the speech
quality, compression characteristics etc.
Therefore, it is no surprise that the changes
made in the Pro II have all been in the
receiver. Icom claim to have improved the
linearity of the front end in various ways, all
of which combine to reduce intermodulation
products, thus decreasing the degradation of
small signal reception in the presence of
QRM.

It is easy to look up all the intricate
measurement data [1,2], but how do you
know whether a dB here or a microvolt
there will increase your QSO rate in the
CQWW contest or help to keep you sane in
the next pileup? Even if it does, how can
you put a monetary value on that decibel?
This time I have been fortunate to have the
756Pro and its offspring, the Proll, side by
side on the bench for a couple of weeks. So,
how much difference is there and would it
be worth trading one in for the newer
model?
The first thing to establish is that there are
no dramatic differences to make a decision
easy. Functionally they are virtually the
same rig. They look almost identical and
they `feel' the same. The architecture is
unchanged and the specification pages in the
two manuals are identical. Having said that,
there are a considerable number of detailed
changes, some cosmetic and some
performance improvements.

With the old Pro, I have frequently felt a
need to use the preamplifier when trying to
copy low-level signals. This, of course,
exacerbates the problems of IMD because
no preamp us ever completely linear. Icom's
response has been to increase significantly
the sensitivity of the front end at the same
time as improving the linearity.

Observations

When the 756Pro first appeared, the various
reviews were agreed that this was an great
transceiver with a good range of features

So, the crunch questions: is the Pro II
better, and if so, how much better?
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Before I had the chance to try it out, I had
read the technical reviews. My impression
was that the measurements showed that
small improvements had been made in
several parameters of the receiver
performance, but in none of them was it
dramatic. Indeed, there were indications that
the improvement was not always greater
than the production spread among receivers
of the same type. In other words a particular
figure of merit for a "good" 756Pro might
sometimes be slightly better than that for a
randomly chosen Proll. I was therefore not
expecting too much.

wanted signals. I just didn't happen to
experience the condition when it did so I
can't say how often this might be the case.
Other claimed improvements are in the
design of the noise reduction and noise
blanker circuits. Again, I found no obvious
difference in the performance of the noise
reduction which was already pretty
effective. However, the pulse noise blanker
did seem to be slightly more effective on the
kinds of noise I experienced during the
tests. The blanking level is now variable,
which may have benefits although I did not
have the opportunity to confirm this and I
suspect it may be one of those adjustments
which rarely get used when the first flush of
enthusiasm wears off. Of course, in a very
noisy environment that may not be the case.

Of course, a set of measurements tells one
little about the combined effect of several
figures of merit which is what one hears
when using a particular receiver. In fact, the
one I was lent showed a very noticeable
increase in sensitivity on all bands. The Smeter readings were consistently 7-10db
(i.e. 2-3 Icom S-points) higher on the Proll.
This difference was also apparent in the
signal strengths perceived by ear, so 1 guess
the sensitivity of the meter has not changed
significantly.

Conclusions
So, would I buy it, or, more debatably,
would 1 trade in the Pro for the Proll?
The answer to the first question is "Yes",
not surprisingly, because I am already quite
satisfied with my Pro and the new model is
noticeably better in some respects and worse
in none so far as I can see. Will I trade mine
in for the new one? — I'm not sure.

Of more importance in small signal
reception is the signal-to-noise ratio. My
QTH is normally very quiet and I found that
signals near the threshold of readability
were consistently easier to copy on the
Proll. In fact — the crunch test — sometimes 1
could copy without difficulty signals which
were virtually inaudible on the "old" Pro.

I must admit that the improvements in
sensitivity and small signal reception were
greater than I expected. I was particularly
impressed that I copied some signals which
I could not make out on the old rx. The
question is, how often would this be the
case and is it worth the extra expense?

I spent some time seeking out pileups on
both CW and SSB looking for weak signals
in the presence of strong QRM. Under these
conditions I have to say that the difference
between the two receivers was not often
very noticeable, either listening "straight" or
by trying to optimise reception with the pass
band tuning facility. I don't think this
contradicts the various measurements of
dynamic range etc. It probably just indicates
that "real" QRM has different and variable
characteristics compared with the somewhat
artificial conditions of a laboratory test. In
all probability, the better figures would
sometimes lead to easier reception of the

I suspect that a longer trial would show that
the improvements become more apparent.
My main reason for thinking this is that I
hardly ever felt the need to switch on the
two-stage preamp, whereas this is very often
needed with my present rig. Of course, this
is precisely what Icom intended when they
set out to improve both the sensitivity and
the linearity of the rx front end, thus
eliminating the nonlinearities inherent in the
preamp.
With half an eye on the future, 1 might
remember that in a few years the solar cycle
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XROX - San Felix DXpedition 2002 (Page 22)

Approaching San Felix Island

Part of the antenna farm - note the fine mast.
IV
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CDXC Summer Social at G3XTT's QTH - July 2002
(Thanks to G3LAS, G3RTE & G3XTT for the photos.)

PJ2Y - IOTA And Iguanas (Page 45)

The PJ2Y QSL card showing the 2002 team at the Sunset Waters Beach Resort.
L to R: Robin G3TKF, Alan G3XSV, Wilf MOWLF, Geoff G4FKA and Chris GOHFX

A New From Old Tribander (Page 33)

i

Bob's G3PJT new 20-17-15m. tribander made from an old TH5
II
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